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OUTRAGED BARBERS CLAIM CUSTOMERS WERE QUESTIONED AND ~EARCHED

Police Raid MoVal Black Barbershops
Moreno Valley Police Chief Rick Hall
defended the April 2 police raids on several Black owned barbershops. "Much like
our decoy program to deter alcohol sales
to minors, this operation was part of an
ongoing effort to ensure that people who
provide services to the public here are in
full compliance with city and state business and health and safety codes. Race
was not-a factor." ·

Moreno Valley barber LC. Whitehorn, Jr. (r) was arrested at Top of the Line barbershop April 2 during a raid
conducted jointly by the California Board of Barbering and Cosmetology, Moreno Valley Police and City Code
Compliance officials. Fellow barber Donzell "Vader" Tate (1) was cited for not having a "current" city business
license. Whitehorn and Tate say police called the operation a 'health and safety inspection'. "They questioned
and searched customers and ran warrant checks. The barbers charge police co-opted Cosmetology Board
inspectors to "avoid getting a legal search warrant".
· The Black Voice News
MORENO VALLEY

By Chris Levister
Moreno Valley barbers targeted in the
April 2 raids claim police used inspectors
from the California Department of

Consumer Affairs Board of Barbering and beauty salon along busy Sunnymead
Cosmetology (BBC) as a ruse to raid Black • Boulevard. Five of the six shops are owned
owned barbershops, intimidate customers and operated by African-American barbers.
Police Chief Rick Hall denied . Africanand conduct "highly questionable" shop
American barbershops were targeted and
searches without a warrant.
Moreno Valley Police, BBC inspectors said "he had no information on customers
a~d city code compliance officers conducted being questioned or searched," He did howa mid-day ·sweep of five barbershops and a ever confirm that a customer was taken into

Kevon Gordon, owner of Moreno Valley barbershop Hair Shack (21 years), and barber
Ron Jones (21 years) whose barbershop was raided April 2 call the city police raid a
"racially motivated abuse of power". "Police charged In here during business
hours.. under _the guise of a Board of Cosmetology health and safety Inspection. They ran '
driver's licenses and questioned customers about warrants. 'It was ugly,'" said Jones.
"There are a lot of unanswered questions," said Gordon.
types of operations are rare but not unheard
custody for carrying a concealed weapon.
"This was a cumulative effort with the of. The Moreno Valley raids appeared to be
BBC the over arcing entity aimed at cracking aimed at 'shutting down drug operations'."
BBC inspectors routinely conduct random
down on business license and health and
safety violators. Race was not a factor," said and targeted 'health and safety' inspections
Hall. Chief Hall insisted individual business- on more than 250,000 establishments
es were selected from a list compiled by the licensed under the state Bureau of Barbering
and Cosmetology that offer barbering, manicity's code compliance office.
Contacted at the Sacramento offices of the curist, cosmetology, electrology and esthetiDepartment of Consumer Affairs (DCA) cian services.
Police reports show the raids resvlted in at
spokesman Kevin Flanagan said "Moreno
Valley police sought out the agency's assis- least two arrests, nearly $20,000 in fines and
49 citations mostly for health and safety
tance."
"This was not our operation. Basically infractions. Reports show police and code
Moreno Valley police contacted us and said officers issued severdl citations for not havthey wanted to look at these shops, naturally ing a business license, and parole violations.
we agreed to go along," said Flanagan. "We A barber was taken into custody for possesfound mostly 'cleanliness' violations. sion of less than an ounce of marijuana and
·
Usually we'll only go along if there is a pub- released.
Hair Shack, in business since I984, was
lic safety issue. In my five years with the
DCA 1 don't recall the agency participating issued 11 BBC health and safety citations
in a local law enforcement operation like and fined $1,500. Owner and barber stylist
Kevon Gordon, well known in city civic and
this. Our resources are scarce," he said.
A second DCA spokesman Russ business circles including the DARE antiHeirnerich said "we tagged along, these drug program, angrily questioned police tac-

Allensworth Exhibii:~pens in San Bernardino
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

llali-S\V~♦
100 YEARS· ~,A
,, CALIFORNIA
~
·DREAM

Sharon Van Johnson of San Bernardino
says she is proud that her great grandfather,
Professor William Alexander Payne, "had a
hand in founding one of the first towns
financed and governed by African Americans
for African Americans."
Th~ Centennial Celebration of that town,
now Colonel Allensworth State Historic Park,
comes to the Inland Empire with the of a historic exhibit at the San Bernardino County
Government Center.
The 22-panel exhibit, which is touring the
state, tells the story of a visionary settlement
in Tulare County, which was established and
operated by African Americans beginning in
1908. Visitors can view 'Allensworth: 100
years of the California Dream' weekdays 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. through Wednesday, April 30 at
385 N. Arrowhead AVenue, San Bernardino.
The Allensworth settlement thrived economically based on retail trade, its level farmlands, county roads, and the Union Pacific rail
line. Community life was vibrant with
churches, schools, a library, general store,
theater, symphony orchestra and numerous
civic organizations.
Allensworth ·began its decline in 1914
when the Santa Fe railroad moved its
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Celebrating the Centennial of the Historic Town
of Allensworth and Its Impact on California

stojt from Allensworth to the nearby /own
of Alpaugh. That year, the death of Lt. Col.
Allen Allensworth, one of the founders, and a
drought, poor crops and a failing water supply
became hopeless obstacles.
Despite its slow decline over the decades of
the 20th century, Allensworth became "the
town that refused to die." In the I970s, the
State of California, recognizing the historical
significance of Allensworth, purchased 240
acres of the original town and surroundings,
establishing the Colonel Allensworth State
Historic Park.
The touring exhibit was commissioned and
co-sponsored by the California African
American Museum in Los Angeles. Other cosponsors are California State Parks, state
Senator Mark Ridley-Thomas (D-Los
Angeles) and the California Black Legislative
Caucus. The exhibit originated in
Sacramento.
Its second stop at the San Bernardino
County Government Center is co-sponsored
by District 62 Assembly Member Wilmer
Amina Carter (D-Rialto), Fifth District San
Bernardino County Supervisor Josie
Gonzales and the San Bernardino County
Board of Supervisors. On May 15, the exhibit opens in Los Angeles at the California
African American Museum and closes on
Oct. 5. It reopens in Colonel Allensworth

State Historic Park on Oct. 11 to coincide
with the Centennial Celebration.
Historian and Centennial Exhibit Curator
Susan Anderson writes in the exhibit that
' JOO years after the founding of Allensworth ,
this exhibit challenges the interpretation that
the settlement -was simply a Black farming
community that flourished, then declined, in
an isolated rural area of California. Instead,
the imagb and words displayed uncover the
evidence that Allensworth was a planned
experiment in civic power that had significant
impact around the state and meaning for all."
Ruth Coleman, director of California State
Parks, said "As the caretakers of Colonel
Allensworth State Historic Park, we are very
pleased to join the California African
American Museum, state Senator RidleyThomas and the Black Legislative Caucus in
telling the important story of Allensworth's
impact on California history and culture.
"This past year. the future of Colonel
Allensworth State Historic Park was threatened,' said Coleman, who was referring to
the encroachment of large, commercial
dairies surroi.inding the park. "Today, it is a
pleasure to look forward at this centennial
knowing that Allensworth is protected and to
dream of the possibilities before us."
See ALLENSWORTH, Page A-4

STATE TEACHERS "CUTS HURT" BUS TOUR RIDES INTO RIALTO

Hundreds of Educators Protest 18,000 Pink Slips
The Black Voice News
RIALTO

By BVN Staff
Declaring that no more cuts should be
made to state public schools, leaders from the
California Teachers Association rolled into
Rialto Monday afternoon in a neon-yellow
school bus as part of a statewide "Cuts Hurt"
rolling protest against $4.8 billion in education budget cuts.
CTA President David A. Sanchez led a
protest at Simpson Elementary School with
hundreds of educators who held up mock pink
slips representing the 14,000 teachers and the
more than 4,000 education support professionals and other educators who received layoff notices statewide. The educators then tore
up the mock pink slips in disgust.
"We are here today to rip up these symbolic pink slips because the governor's proposed
state budget cuts and the damage they are
causing are tearing the fabric of our schools
and communities," Sanchez said. "Teachers
and their students are in turmoil over the
thousands of layoff notices that have gone out
due to the governor's reckless proposal to
slash $4.8 billion from our schools."
Two of those 14,000 teacher pink slips
went to Bernie and Lisa Harding of San
Dimas. Flanked by their young daughters
holding signs about saving their parents' jobs,
the couple spoke out at the CTA protest
against the state budget chaos that threatens
their positions in Covina Valley Unified
School District ,in Los Angeles County. "My
students and my profession deserve better

Leaders from the California Teachers Association arrived at Simpson Elementary School on a "Cuts Hurt" bus on Monday during the Rialto stop of
a 6-week statewide tour aimed at drawing attention to the governor's $4.8 billion in proposed education cuts.

respect than these mass layoff notices," said
Bernie Harding, a third-grade teacher. "It is
outrageous that the governor's actions are
now threatening my students and my own
family," said Lisa Harding, a learning specialist who helps struggling students.
. President Sanchez vowed that the 340,000-

E-Mail to: pressrel~se@blackvo icen ewr c om

member CTA will not let the governor prevail
in making what wouJd be the largest cuts ever
made in what is the largest public school system in the nation - especially at a time when.
California ranks 46th in the country in perpupi l spending. "The governor's proposal to
balance the state b~dget through cuts alone

would be devastating to our students and the
future of California," Sanchez said during the
protest at the Westin Bonaventure Hotel,
where the 800-delegate CTA State Council of
Education met this weekend. "Any approach
to solve the budget crisis must include
increased revenues."

The six-week CTA bus tour of hard-hit
schools will make at least 10 stops including
Orange County, San Diego, Bakersfield, San
Francisco and Sacramento.

P.O. Bo.x 158 1, Rivers ide, Calif ornia 92502 (951) 682-6070 © Black Voi ce New s 2007
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tics. "These were minor violatio~s like
combs out of place." He claims during business hours five law enforcement officers,
three BBC inspectors and three code compliance officers bolted through his front door
while he was away on lunch break.
Barber Ron Jones who was watching television with a customer in the shop lobby
claims officers and inspectors jumped from
their vehicles and rushed the shop.
"They said 'this is a health and safety
inspection'." Jones, a barber for more than
20 years who is used tb BBC inspectors
dropping in unannounced, claims he was
shocked to see them accompanied by five
police officers dressed in bulletproof vests.
"When I asked what's going on, an inspector ·
showed her badge and began inspecting
equipment and supply drawers. She then
asked for my driver's license, I complied.
She wrote down the license number, as she
handed the license back to me a police officer snatched it and left the building to run
my license for outstanding warrants," said
Jones.
Jones said officers conducted a lengthy
search of the shop opening closets and drawers. He noted officers picked up a box of
crackers from the _counter and shook it.
"They asked my customer - "do you have
See BARBERS, Page A-4

Rev. Whetzel
Remembered
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Rev. Gertrude
Whetzel, a quiet little
lady, known for
always wearing a
pillbox bat (occasionally a broad
brim) but always
with a veil, touting
the virtues of Dr.
Martin Luther King,
Jr, and declaring soon after his death that.a'
statue should be built in his honor, has passed
away at the age of 99.
She was the first in San Bernardino to
recognize the idea that came to fruition with
the help of a lot of other citizens.
Rev. Whetzel started selling dinners ori
the weekend to raise money for what she said
the Lord told her to do. She first went to
Mayor Bob Holcomb to get support. Lois
Carson, Wilmer Amina Carter and others gg.
involved to help raise the money that wo~
be necessary to pay for the largest statue ~
the nation. Rev. Whetzel was an associat~ ;
many churches but the AME was her first;
Most churches did not accept women prea~
ers in that day.
•
But she ministered at both St. Paul
AM.E. and Allen Chapel in San Bernardino.
She was so respected that the Inland,
Empire Concerned African Americen
Churches (IECAAC) named their top award
given every Martin Luther King, Jr holidqy
after her.
One of her executors, Odessa Bragg, said
that she would miss her. Bragg kept individuals apprised of how she was doing.
Rev. Whetzel, passed last week at
Crestview Convalescent Hospital in Rialto.
Whetzel, born May 15, 1908 in Ft. Wayne,
Indiana lived in San Bernardino since 1963..
Following the Lord's leading, Whetzel
spent many years ministering to the needy.
She worked with the Meals-On-Wheels program in San Bernardino and rninjstered once
a week to the young people at Juvenile Hall
Along with her involvement in numerous
churches in the area, Whetzel founded an
interracial, interdenominational fellowship
called Family to Family Fellowship which
included 88 San Bernardino churches.
Beginning March of 1972, she spearheaded a non-profit group that was responsible for
having the Martin Luther King Jr. statue built
outside of San Bernardino City Hal. She
worked diligently for many years trying to
move the project forward. Finally, with the
assistance of the local chapter of the Masonic
Prince Hall and Mayor W.R. (Bob) Holcomb·,
the statue was commissioned with Mexico
City artist Julian Martinez Soto and unveiled
on November 8, 1981 at a ceremony attend~d
by over 700 people.
Whetzel was preceded in death by her
husband of 41 years, James Whetzel: her son,
William Albert Walters, and one great-grandchild. Included among her survivors are
seven grandchildren, 86 great grandchildren
and 27 great great grandchildren, along with
numerous friends and family.
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Moreno Valley Police Raid of
Black Businesses Appears
Unlawful
. How would you like to be sitting in your favorite barber
Qr beautician chair and the police bust in dressed in full
storm trooper type gear and ask you to line up on the wall
and start searching your personal belongings? Well that
happened in Moreno
Valley last week. The
police ·had no search
warrant but according to
what we have been able
to learn so far it appears
they co-opted the state
Board of Cosmetology to
gain access into these
~rivate legitimate Black-owned businesses. It.is reported
'that the police took charge of searching outside of the
~urisdiction of the Board of Cosmetology. The Board is
rresponsible for seeing that shop operators keep in complince with safety and tool cleanliness for the benefit of the
;customers.
It appears as though this police-initiated raid of these
IIJlack owned establishments violated their 4th amendment
ight of "probable cause". If the police wanted to raid
these establishments because they suspected criminal
ctivity then they should have sought out a search warran\
rom a judge stating the place, persons, or things to be
!seized. Now according to Police Chief Hall, the raid was to
nsure public safety.
I am of the belief that some of our police actions have
one beyond their good judgment. We were told that the
lice asked customers if they had any outstanding warants. When you have LAPD beat up peaceful protesters,
BPD disrupt a citizens' memorial service, not to mentio
the RPD shootings of Tyisha Miller and others over th
ears, now the MVPD harassing lawful patrons at our bar
rshops, it leaves the public wondering what is next? Is
gives the Black community the impression that no matter
hat we do, the police see us all as violators of the law. Will
ur churches be next? We know what raids feel like
:because during the Tyisha Miller protests by citizens the
city of Riverside raided our news stands and took them off
the street.
All of the collective actions send a signal of distrust and
widen the gap between the police and the Black community. After learning more about what happened in Moreno
Valley, I have a number of questions: why did the police
ask the Board to be involved or why did the Board ask the
police to be involved? Has this ever happened before? Why
did they target only Black owners? Why would three public agencies team up for a raid on our barber shops? Why
would the police question and search the patrons? Why
•
didn' t the police department have search warrants?
I think this is a case for the NAACP, ACLU or a team of
civil rights attorneys to get involved in. I know the Black
Press will investigate along with these agencies to make
sore the public knows why this occurred in our community.

City Council Votes to Support
School District

Money, Opportunity and Dreams-Tax Day is not all bad
By_Maria Shriver
Too many Californians are working
hard, doing everything right, yet still
barely getting by, much less getting
ahead. Today, having a job isn't always a
sure ticket out of poverty. The fact is that
most of California's poor families are
working families.
This great state of ours has many programs in place to help lift working peo·
pie out of poverty. But too many people
don't know about them, or they mistakenly think they don't qualify for them.
And it's unfortunate to learn that a recent
survey found that SO percent of families
don't know about services they're eligible for.
I am determined to change this by
making sure all Californians know what
resources are available to' them- and
that accessing them is simple, easy and
rewarding.
The Earned Income Tax Credit, our
country's largest resource for working
poor families, is a great example. An
estimated 600,000 eligible California

Maria Shriver

families don't apply for the credit when
they are preparing their taxes. This
leaves almost $ I billion sitting in
Washington, D.C. I'm sure you will
agree: we need these dollars here, in the
pockets and savings accou nts of
California's most vulnerable families .
And the deadline to apply for EITC is

signed the papers to sell.
Agreeing to not support the school district was a rare
siding of city council members: Wendy Mccammack,
RiRke Van Johnson and Dennis Baxter. Ester Estrada,
Tobin Brinker, Neil Derry and Chas Kelley voted to support the district for a variety of reasons including that it

will move the city forward in educating our youth and creating employment in the city.
The home owners will get another chance to have their
voices heard when the school district puts the plan on the
school board agenda in the next few months.

Tell Us What ·You Think
Send your thoughts or comments to the
Publisher, Hardy Brown at
·hardybrown Blackvoicenews.com

ports." Because we all win when members of our communities take advantage
of them. Work supports pump badly
needed resources into our communities.
Each EITC dollar claimed generates
another $1.40 in local economic activity,
creating jobs and ·business opportunities.
We need to act now: the Aprif 15 deadline to apply for EITC is quickly
approaching.
For this campaign to succeed, we need
your help. We need you to be a
Connector. You can start today by ripping out this article and showing it to
neighbors, friends, and coworkers who
might benefit from work supports. You
can also visit our website at
www.weconnect.net and email the link
to someone you know.
WE Connect is not just dollars we're
connecting families to. It's money,
opportunities, and dreams, and what
could be more Californian?
Mari.a Shriver is the First Lady of
California.

Doing "Good" with Health Care
Paul and his wife are small business
owners. They are good people, the kind
of quiet patriots Ronald Reagan
described in his 1981 inauguration
address. They work hard, love their
country and, oh yes, they happen to be
self described liberals. They are also my
friends.
Twenty years ago when they began
their business, they decided that providing full health coverage to all their
employees was going to be a priority.
The state does not require that they provide coverage (not yet anyway), it was
just a part of their business philosophy.
They even included it in their corporate
by-laws. If need be, they were willing to
cut into their profit margin, and _indeed
they have made less money over the
years than they would have otherwise.
At the same time, however, they have
remained true to themselves and have
managed to secure a good and loyal
work force along the way.
Paul told me of one particular
employee that came to him requesting to
be paid in cash what Paul was paying for
'premium:
was"iiuying
a house and needed the extra money. He
would make his own arrangements for
health coverage. Paul declined. A few
weeks later, the employee was in an
accident that required a hospital stay.
The insurance picked up the majority of
the tab, leaving the employee with a

•'fiis'insurance

He

Joseph C. Phillips

small co-pay. Paul chuckled a bit when
he remembered that the employee never
even said thank you. •
What remains unclear is why exactly
Paul is due thanks. Paul used a broker to
find an affordable healU! plan and then
deducted part of his employees' salary
each month in order to pa~ ior it. Thus
highlig_hting the rather annoying habit
1 liberals have of deciding what is best for
eyeryone else, using someone else's
money to pay for it and then patting
themselves on the back.
There are approximately 9 million
people in America that can afford health
insurance but choose instead to remain

uninsured. (9 million and l if you cerns. The cost of my homeowner's
include Paul 's ungrateful employee). insurance policy is high . How much
The primary reason is that they are more expensive would it_be if in addiyoung and in good health and would tion to covering me for fire and earthrather spend their hard earned money on quakes it also paid the gardener for cutother things (like new homes) rather ting my grass and maintaining the sprinthan on premiums for insurance they do kler system, the painter for removing the
not believe they need. It is, I am afraid, rust on the gate, and if it reimbursed me
a rather conservative notion that free· for replacing light bulbs?
One of the fixes for our health system
people should be able to spend their
money in whatever way they see fit and being bandied about favors Paul's phisuffer 1the consequences of those deci- losophy of mandating coverage for
sions.
everyone, forcing others to foot the bill
and then patting themselves on the back
In fairness to Paul, he is concerned and justifiably so •· that many of his for a job well done.
A better way to begin to deliver highemployees would not purchase their
own insurance choosing instead to gam- er quality health care and lower prices
ble that they won't get sick. While we might be to increase consumer incenhave no way of knowing exactly how tives by increasing the number and type
much this accident would have cost this of products available. We might also
employee, hospital stays ar~ expensive. consider removing government restricIt is a safe bet that it would have been a tions that would allow consumers to purwheel _barrel full; it may have ended up chase their own policies that are not_concosting him his new home. (Of course, if nected to their jobs - policies that follow
the employee failed to pay his mortgage them wherever they go, policies that
the result would be the same so perhaps they could purchase from any insurer in
Paul should also begin holding back a any state. · Nine million and one conportion df his employee's paycheck ih 'sumers with money to' spend, shopping
order to pay his rent as well.)
or bare bones policies tailored to their
1
1
Accidents Qr the onset of sudden ill- needs would no doubt be in a position to
ness can be catastrophic. Ideally, that is demand lower prices.
what insurance is for. One of the problems with our current healthcare system
Joseph C. Phillips is the author of
is that insurance has become the means "He Talk Uke A White Boy" available
of payment for any and all health con- ·wherever books are sold.

Deferred Dreams
net worth, adequate health care, and homeownership.
However, we cannot deny that progress
has been made in some areas. Today,
many African-Americans live in ways
unimaginable to their parents and grandparents. We reside in integrated neighborhoods, travel the world, lead corporations,
and run for the highest offices in the land.
Perhaps Dr. King would remind us of the
Israelites whom did not reach the Promised
Land because they did not believe it was
theirs for the talcing. In today's world, we
don't have to sit in the back of the
bus... however, many seem to want to sit in
the back of the bus- especially when it
comes to education. Too many of our·
young people today devalue academics

By Linnie Frank Bailey
What happens 10 a dream deferred?
Does ir dry up like a raisin in 1he sun?
Or fes1er like a sore-- and then run?
Does it stink like ro1ten meat?
Or crust and sugar over-• like a syrupy
swee1?
Maybe it just sags Like a lieavy load
Or does it just explode?
Langston Hughes

One might have expected a fire storm at city hall this
past M_onday in the meeting between the city council and
the San Bernardino City Unitie~ School District, but it
turned out to be Safe and Sane fireworks instead. At the
last council meeting one council member bad accused the
school district of misleading them and in one statement
commented that the district lied. But, the tone of this
week's meeting was civil when it came to any disagreement
on past understandings of the council and board, each side
agreed to work together in future endeavors. One thing
made clear during the presentation by the school district
was a chronological presentation on dates and time of
meetings with the city and other approval agencies. In
other words, the district did their homework on why there
was a need to acquire the homes for a new school.
There were a few people protesting the needs of the district, but several home owners were in favor of the district
efforts, especially since the purchase price will be made
while home prices were high. The district said that 19 of
the 40 home owners had already agreed to terms and

quickly approaching on April 15 - Tax
Day.
The EITC lifts more children out of
poverty than any federal program. It can
be claimed by many people whose
household incomes are under $39,873.
The average credit is $1700. Families
with children can earn a tax refund of up
to $4700, which they can use to pay
bills, fix their cars, and, perhaps most
importantly, to build savings. The few
thousand dollars a family gets from the
EITC provides the best chance to save
all year.
Throughout this tax season, we've
been bringing this message to people
where they live, work, and shop. We've
been everywhere from churches and barbefl'hops, to retail centers and community c9lleges. Our goal is to make it easy
for busy working families to access all
available resources in a convenient way.
We call this campaign "WE Connect"
and you can learn· more about it at our
Web site: www.weconnect.net.
It's more important than ever to connect Californians to these "work sup-

This week's 40th anniversary of the
death of Dr. Martin Luther. King, Jr. is a
time of reflection for the AfricanAmerican community and the nation as a
whole. Many have speculated on what Dr.
King's thoughts would be on the state of
race relations in today's America. We wonder if he would think we have progressed.
Have we made it to the Promised Land that
Dr. King so eloquently spoke of the night
before his death? Or, have we- like the

Linnie Frank Bailey

Old Testament Israelites- wandered aimlessly for forty years?
It is easy to be dismayed when one looks
at oft-repeated statistics of AfricanAmerican incarceration and high school
dropout rates. In addition, we still lag in

No Baca Has My Support
TO THE EDITOR
This past weekend in San Jose at
the
California
Democratic
Convention is yet another example
how Baca cannot be trusted. In good
faith I sent my proxy to the convention in the hopes that I can continue
to follow my conscience by voting
for Wilm er Amina Carter and
Joanne T. Gilbert, but that sadly did
not happen. Somehow I have been
put on record in supporting Joe
'Baca. That could not be further
from the truth.
How can I support someone who
is a bully and someone that has not
done anything for the Inland
Empire? It is clear to me that Baca
has had his chance and now it is

tirrie for a change. If you can't get a
bill passed into law in 8 years, I
don't know how much more time
someone needs. [ don't write this
letter to score political points. I
write this letter to clear my name as
a responsible citizen and democratic voter. I did not intehd to vote for
Baca. If I was able to go to San Jose
myself, I would have cast my vote
and hon6r for Joanne T. Gilbert for
congress. In speaking with many
others who submitted their proxies,
we shared the same experience.
The endorsement process does
not reflect the true feelings of the
people of the Inland Empire . On
June 3rd our true voice will be heard
at the ballot box.
Lillie and Marcus Houston

CONTACT US

The Black Voice News welcomes letters to the editor. Your letters must include your
name, address and a daytime telephone number. All letters are subject to editing.
Letters of more than 200 words will be edited. Writers should limit their submissions
to one a month. Address letter to: The Black Voice News, P.O. Box 1581 • Riverside,
CA 92502 • Fax letters to (909) 682-6070 • e-mail to: leeragin@Blackvoicenews.com.
To r~achthe editorial department, call (951) 682-6070
,

although it remains the sure-fire way to
opportunity- just as it did forty years ago.
We have to teach our children that there
will always be those who will try to put
them down because of the color of their
skin; however, opportunity exists, and
achievement is possible, for those willing
to study and work hard.
·
This is the message that was cut short
forty years ago on that dreadful April day
at the Lorraine Motel in Memphis. This is
the legacy ...the dream ... that remains.
Linnie Frank Bailey is a Corona-based
columnist. Currently, she is running to be a
delegate to the DNC convention, along
with RCC District Trustee, and fell ow
Obama organizer, Jose Medina.
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·Brandford: California's Billion, Dollar Man
bas included cities and govern• The young man with the unremental entities across the country markable beginning and big
providing funding for education, dreams has moved on to develop
housing, . health services, trans- . a remarkable history and legacy
portation, utilities, redevelop- in the world of finance. His many
ment projects, and general infra- ·volunteer activities include servstructure. As of the second quar- ing on boards of the NCAA, the
ter of2007 his finn bad negotiat- Boy Scouts and the University of
ed more 'than 2.7 billion dollars Southern California. These activin negotiated Municipal Bond ities provide him the opportunity
to .serve as a mentor and role
issues.
Earlier this year, his firm model for young people just as
became the first Black-owned T.M. Alexander did for him.
firm to senior manage a $1.75
Siebert Brandford Shank ana
billion dollar bond when SBSCO Co., LLC, is located at 1999
was selected to lead a consortium Harrison St., Ste 2720, Oakland,
of firms for the State of CA 94.612. Phone: (5 10) 529California in a GO Bond sale.
3133.
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By Joe C. Hopkins
Like so many young African
American males, Napoleon .
Brandford, III was · born into a
family with an unremarkable history. Growing up in the ~sixties,
young Brandford saw a lot of
political progress related to what
some call, "The Civil Rights
era." He had big dreams. He
wanted to become a mayor of a
major American city like his
heroes, Carl Stokes, the first
African American mayor of
Cleveland, Ohio ~nd Maynard
Jackson, the first Black mayor of
Atlanta, Georgia.
What he became in many
ways was much more important
to major cities than their mayors.
He became a founding partner in
an investment banking corporation that helps cities and government entities across the country
invest in themselves. The firm,

BOOK REVIEW by Richard 0 . Jones
From 1-r: Napoleon Brandford, Ill, Joe C . Hopkins and Cloves Campbell, Jr.

Siebert Brandford Shank and
Co., LLC, is the number' one
ranked minority O\¥ned investment banking firm in the United
States. The firm, which was
founded in 1996, is ranked in the
top twenty five municipal under-

writers in the nation. It is also the
only African American owned
firm on Wall Street.
Brandford started his journey
in joining tbe growing ranks of
African American mayors by
attending the University of

Social Lites Announce Winners of
Annual Sir Knight of The Beautillion

Richard Blacksher

Christensen Siinders

Derrick Jones

Qurious Feelings

Nevada on a Basketball scholarship. He graduated frop-1 Purdue
University in 1974 with a degree
in Political Science and
International Studies. He completed his masters in Public
Administration.in 1978 from the
University
of
Southern
California. On his pursuit of
becoming a mayor, Brandford
met a man named T.M.
Alexander Jr., the first African
American stock broker on Wall
Street. Alexander shifted gears.
He went to work for an investment firm and, as he says, started
doing exciting things. The experience had changed bis focus to
finance.
Brandford worked at various
positions in finance including a
stint in Dade County Florida as
Deputy" Finance Director. There
he put together Bond deals for
the county working with
Municipal Bonds.
With
Alexander as his mentor,
Brandford opened his first
finance office in 1985 in
Oakland, California. _His first
client was the San Francisco
Public Utilities Commission.
Since that time, his client base

By Tracy Owens
(Paperback - 234 pp - Emerald Publishing House 2007 - ISBN 0·615-13425-4)

Qurious (curious speUed with a Q) aka Tracy
Owens shares a select segment of her falls and
rebounds through this astounding memoir. With
the instincts of philosopher and the moral compass of an ordained pastor, this self-made busirtesswoman draws a road map to overcoming
obstacles. Every young woman that has ever felt
the urge to give-up on their dreams should take a
page from Qurious Feelings and sleep with it.
From being the primary care-provider for her ill
mother and an infinn aunt at an early age to
becoming the first Black homecoming queen of
her high school and ultimately receiving a scholarship to the college of her choice, Tracy Owens
slammed into adulthood with a quest for adventure and adventure she found.
As a pregnant college student, Owens dropped
out and soon became a fulltime single mother
and the live-in lover of the child's father. Shortly after the birth of her son, the.
young parents separated. He left their home state of New Jersey and went to
California and a few montbs later she followed . As fate would have it, California •
was not the magic wane to hold the couple together.
Follow the journey of the young woman as she goes from corporate employee
to a street husUer and fledging businesswoman. Through her struggles she continues to care for others as she had done as a young girl. Being wise beyond her year, 1
o;,,,ens' sharp mind keeps her a step ahead of destruction as her guardian angel
keeps her from damnation time after time.
,
While the book is interesting, there are times when the story in out of sequence 1
and repeats earlier stated facts. Also the author leaves large gaps of her life unex- ·
plained. She says it is to allow your curiosity to wander. The problem with that is, ,
when some readers read an autobiography they expect it to be revealing. Many
don't want their mind to fill in the gaps in the story.
The moral of the story is hard work and faith in God pays. Qurious Feeling is a i
book that women of all ages would find inspiring, especially those who are struggling with their personal relationships, spirituality, and independence.
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Things to do now that I'm 50.
Rahman Bell
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Social Lite's Chairwoman,
Ms. Tracy Thomas is proud to
announce the award winners of
the 4 1tst annual Sir Knight of
the Beautillion. The theme she
selected for the 2007/08 candidacy "Generation 'Y.' Why Not
Us" was eloquently articulated
during the presentation given by
Keynote
speaker,
Erick
Witherspoon, Principal of
Preston Eiementary School in
Rialto who recalled his days as a
Knight.
The numerous monetary
awards were presented based on
academic achievement as well

·i

Reginald Jackson

as the ability to overcome obstacles during the course of the
Beautillion
Program.
The
Alumni award went to Willie
Patterson, the Perseverance
Award to Derrick Jones, the
President's award to Joseph
Richard, the Social Lite's Award
to Reginald Jackson Jr., and the
Mr. Congeniality Award went to
Christensen Sanders.
Richard Blacksher, a senior
at Arroyo Valley High School
was dubbed Sir Knight of the ·
2008 Beautillion. Richard
earned a trip to Caho San Lucus,
a Sony Laptop Computer, and
an electric Gipson Guitar. The
first runner up, Rahman Bell a
senior at Middle College High

Taki' a trip l o 11/'rirn.

PLANT a gardm,

i11111y

1u'(!!,hhorhoorJ park.

/>ass along my passionjbr COMMUNITY
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Joseph Richard

School earned a Toshiba Laptop
Computer. Bell was also awarded the Academic Achievement
Award.
@2005 Am erican Cancer Society, Inc.

Youth Action Partnership Park Clean Up
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Last
Saturday,
San
Bernardino's Seccombe Lake
Park was alive with the sounds
of Mariachi, rap and jazz as the
Youth Action Project (YAP)
hosted its first Unity Festival in
honor of Cesar Chavez Day.
Multicultural food and craft
vendors provided flavor and
color while local businesses and
community partners provided
resource information to the
more than 300 attendees. The
"Kids Comer" included games
and prizes, a down and face
painting to the delight of the
younger set. Showing their support of the event and YAP were
l st Ward Council member Ester
Estrada; 5th District Supervisor
Josie Gonzales and Fontana
Mayor Pro Tern Aquanetta
Warren who all welcomed the
crowd.

National Day of Service
The Youth Action Project
"Event
Team" has been hard at
/ ..

work planning this event for
months, distributing ,flyers,
securing sponsors, entertail).ers
and vendors. However, the
most critical part of getting this
event from "concept" to "presentation" was the park clean up
YAP organized on March 28, the
Friday prior to the event.
More than 60 volunteers
turned out to assist YAP with the
park clean up, including some of
the
homeless
who
call
Seccombe Lake Park home.
"Many of our YAP members
live in and around down· town
San Bernardino and visit the
park from time to time," said
Joseph Williams, CEO of YAP.
"They think the park is beautiful, but · not always safe."
During one of their member
planning meetings, the members
decided they wanted to host the
event at the lake in honor of
Cesar Chavez, so the one-day
event became a two-day event.
During the clean up on Friday,
YAP provided refreshments for
all
the
volunteers.

YAP members plan to adopt the
park and will conduct a clean-up
activity there once a month.
Established in 1998, The
Youth Action Project is a nonprofit organization that offers
youth development, career
preparation programs and community-based workshops to the
youth of the Inland Empire.
Par(ial/y funded through the
California Volunteers through
AmeriCorps., YAP committed to
hosting two "National Days· of
Service", with the intent of
engaging the citizens of San
Bernardino· in volunteer activi- •
ties. Volunteerism is a wonderful way to strengthen the community ·while teaching valuable
skills and life lessons. The
Youth Action Project is commit-.
ted to empowering communities
one youth at a time. For additional information on YAP, visit
their
website
at
www.youthactionproject.org or,
.call their downtown San
Bernardino offices at (909) 885-

6880.
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Colon cancer is the second leading cancer killer in the U.S.
And it affects women just as often as it affects men. But if it is
.
caught in its early stages, colon cancer patients have a 90% survival .

.

rate. Make it a personal goal to g~t checked when you turn 50.
That way, you'll have plenty of time to get to everything else on your
list. Call your American Cancer Society any time, day or night,
for free information on colon cancer.

Hope.Progress . Answers . / 800.ACS.2345 / can c er. e rg

BARBERS
Continued from Front Page

any outstanding warrants?" the customer
replied "no" but was clearly intimidated and
'Confused by the police action."
,
"They were looking for 'something'
beside business and health and safety violations," said Gordon who says he plans to ask
for an investigation into the raid.
, , "I've been here 24 years. We serve men.
,women and children. I don't tolerate loitering, drug dealing or rough play. What were
the criteria used for selecting a business?
Was this racial profiling? What was BBC's
'real' role in the raids? We have no prior history of police trouble," said Gordon.
He claims the huge police presence in and
around his shop aroused the suspicions of
neighboring business owners, threatened to
impugn his community standing and left
'him and Jones humiliated in the eyes of customers, many of whom are law enforcement
.. officers. "Did they raid the white owned nail
salon two doors down? I want answers,"
demanded Gordon.
"I've never seen inspectors accompanied
by police in- flack jackets," said Donze!!
'Vader' Tate a barber at Top of the Line
Barbershop since 2005. "l didn't know individual barbers· needed a business license,"
said Tate who was cited for not .having one.
"The police rushed in and locked the
doors. When we asked for search warrants,
an officer announced this is a 'health and
- safety inspection'. They kept insisting, 'this
is a DCA operation'," said Tate.
LC. Whitehorn, Jr., a Top of the Line barber since 2005, was taken into custody on
three misdemeanor violations and released.
He was also cited and fined for not having a
business license. Whitehorn claimed the
BBC inspector showed a badge and while
she performed routine checks for cleanliness
and professional licensing, police and code
officers took over the barbershop and
demanded that everyone including customers show identification. They questioned
customers and asked if anyone had warrants,
In addition to Hair Shack, and Top of the
Line, the series of raids targeted Fades
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Unlimited,
Untouchables,
Hair
Professionals and Hair' Sculptures.
Hair Sculptures beauty salon co-owner
Jackie Brazeau who is Latino said while she
welcomes code compliance in the industry,
the heavy handed police tactics left her
shaken.
"I was shocked and insulted. They
walked in and demanded an inspection. This
was unusual since one of the inspectors in
the raid had performed a routine inspection
in December." Brazeau said "pplice officers
rushed to the rear of the shop and started
opening cabinets and drawers . They
appeared to be looking for drugs or something .. It was very confusing. They searched
the place said some trays were not labeled
and left the shop."
"Wouldn't the energies of these state and
local agencies be better spent educating and
encouraging small minority business owners, particularly (Black male) owed?" said
hair products supplier Lorenzo Griffin. "I've
serviced the Hair Shack for 25 years I've
never witnessed even a whiff of drug or
criminal activity."
"This operation was clearly a blatant
abuse of police power. They co-opted the
authorrty of the DCA hoping to uncover
rampant drug dealing and criminal activitywithout a search warrant, in violation of the
barber's civil rights ," said Griffin.
CiLy Code Compliance field supervisor
Tony Heisterberg joined Chief Hall in
defending the sweeps. His officers issued
JO citations and nearly $6,000 in fines most of them for failure to show a current
city business license. He said barbers who
are not employed by a shop owri'er must display an active business license. Hesiterberg
said "he could not speak to the barber's
accusations about police tactics, or racial
profiling", however he said his department
plans to conduct periodic sweeps in the
future. "This is not a one time event. We
have a long list of shops we intend to visit."
He said the joint operation has already
proven successful.
All of the barbers cited for code violations during the April 2 sweep, Heisterberg
said "have taken steps to make appropriate
corrections."

AFree Service
LeVias and Associates
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by t1e Beller
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300 Law Firms working together we will refer you to an attorney that spe-,
cialize in your legal needs

Criminal Cases

Workers Compensation

Auto Accidents
Slip & falls
Family Law

Medical Malpractice
Probate

Active Voice of ~alto Frances Montgomery, Silenced
Rialto Democratic Club and in the process of
helping candidates get ,ready to run in June.
RIALTO
"She fought for social justice just as the late
Congressman
George Brown did. She devot·
The voice of Frances KimbleMontgomery, an active Rialto citizen , was ed her time. She has the last set of wings she
silenced suddenly last week. Family and will have forever," said Longville.
She radiated Jove, said one spea~er. One
friends gathered to remember her at St. Mark
neighbor
said that she became a flight attenMissionary Baptist Church located in San
dant because of her and spoke of the feeling
Bernardino.
Leading the remarks, Assemblywoman she had when she saw her face.on· a huge bill- ,
Wilmer Amina Carter said she lost her friend board. Carol Brewton, a former flight attenbut that she wanted all the citizens of dant said that she made every flight better.
California to know who Kimble-Montgomery "Flying with her was a pl~ure," she said.
Rebecca Lopez said, "the room would light
was. "She was admired and appreciated for
up
when she came into the Democratic Club
her kindness, generosity of spirit, love ot"family, eternal optimisim, a passion for working meeting."
Friend Cynthia Fraizer honored her by
to make the world a better place, wonderful
serise of humor, and genuine capacity to share wearing a suit with sparkles and jewels in
her time and talents with others... she had a honor of the Diva'.
Former City Council member Joe
legacy of community service," said Carter.
Sampson
spoke of Frances as his campaign
Councilwoman Deborah Robertson joined
Carter speaking lovingly about Frances' manager. He thanked her husband for allowknack to assess any woman's look and then to ing her to give so much of her time to needy
volunteer to make her over. She was known as causes as well. ' She fed the hungry," said
a 'Diva." Robertson had everyone who ever Sampson referring to the Bible passage.
Another speaker was one of Brandon's
had the Frances' touch to stand up. "She was
always pleasant, a burst of energy. Back sur- friend's Chad Hayes who. was happy got to
her and was proud to call her mom.
gery, knee surgery couldn't keep her down. know
Frances was a native Californian, born in
She was always in the midst of politics or
• Los Angeles, CA on September 23, I949 to
with her son Brandon, or husband Bill," said
Marjorie and Samuel C.K.imble. She attended
Robertson.
John Longville had just attended a meeting local Catholic schools completing her educaat Frances' house. She was president of the tion at Mt. San Antonio College.
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ALLENSWORTH
Contin ued from Front Page
Assembly Member Carter authored
· Assembly Bill 576, which protects Colonel
Allensworth Historic State Park from •the
potential foul odor, flies 11nd groundwater
degradation often associated with large-scale,
commercial animal feeding operations. The
bill is sponsored by the Black Legislative
Caucus, of which she is a member.
"I am privileged to personally know
Sharon Van Johnson , a descendant of a
founder of Allensworth who lives in my
Assembly District, and to play an important
role in preserving the cultural, historical and
ecological significance of Colonel
Allensworth State Historic Park," Assembly
Member Carter said.
According to curator Anderson,
Allensworth State Historic Park attracts a
wide array of visitors of all ethnic groups,
"who are drawn to this symbol of the universal dream of freedom."
De~cendants have hosted reunions at
Colonel Allensworth State Historic Park
including the fami ly of Sharon Van Johnson,
who is the wife of San Bernardino City
Councilman Rikke Van Johnson. In 1992,

from 1987-2005. She was an In-Flight
Coordinator Flight Attendant.
She was very involved in both Los Angeles
when she lived there and Rialto once she
located there. She was president of the
Greater Rialto Chapter of the Spina Bifida
Association, the Jack and Jill of America,
North Rialto and High Desert Chapter, The
Rialto Women's Club and many other-activities.

!An ~venin8

of Praise

Featuring

.Kenny Latti~ore
and

Faithful Central Bible Church

-Sacred Praise Chorale
May I 8, 2008 • 4PM
Crosspoint Church • 6950 EdisonAve., .Chino, CA 91710

about 50 of Sharon Van Johnson's relatives
from Los Angeles., the Bay area and central
California, came together at the state park for
the rededication of the first school house. Her
great grandfather, Professor William
Alexander Payne, founded that school and
served as headmaster, principal and teacher.
Sharon Van Johnson remembers her great
grandfather and his wife, Zenobia, who died
when Sharon was about six years old.
The public is invited to attend a reception
for the Allensworth Centennial Exhibit at 5
p.m.. 7 p.rn. on Friday, April 18 at the San
Bernardino County Government Center, 385
N. Arrowhead Avenue. The program will
feature Historian and Exhibit Curator Susan
Anderson and descendants of the original
Allensworth families. The reception will be
hosted by 62nd District Assembly Member
Wilmer Amina Carter and the Legislative
Black Caucus; San Bernardino County Fifth
District Supervisor Josie Gonzales and the
San Bernardino County Board of
Supervisors. The exhibit is open weekdays .
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. through April 30. For
· more information call the District Office of
Assembly Member Wilmer Amina Carter at
(909)820-5008, or visit the website at
www.assembly.ca.gov/62.
•
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On June 22, 1985 she married her soul mate
that sb many spoke of during the service. She
was totally devoted to her son Brandon.
In 2000, she was named Mother of the Year
by the Sun newspaper.
Always industrious, she began working
when other girls were thi{!king about teenage
things. At the age of 15, she began her first
job at Sav,Qn Drugstore. Her next job began
her 38 year carreer as a flight attendant, first
with Western Airlines in 1969, then Delta

Presiding Pastor Jody D. Moore Senior Pastor/Teacher

.

4550 Eucalyptus Ave., Chino. CA 91709
www.praisetab.org • 888899-PTBC (7822)
For More Info contact Tiena Johnson Hall x.711
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Mother's Money Methods

Reigning In High
Cholesterol
Dear Dr.Levister. I've had trouble getting
my high cholesterol under control. Can l control it through lifestyle changes alone? RR.

'

Dear R.H. Getting your high cholesterol
under control can seem a bit daunting, especially with all of the dire warnings and mixed
signals you get every time you sit down to a
meal. But understanding and controlling cholesterol isn't as difficult-pr - unrewarding as you think. It just takes a little bit of common sense. To find out if you have a cholesterol problem, ask you doctor for a lipid profile which charts <l.he HDL and LDL in your
system. He or she can also tell you if lifestyle
changes alone will reduce your risk. By lowering your cholesterol you reduce your risk of
heart disease or heart attack.
There are two different kinds of cholesterol - high density lipoprotein (HDL) and
low-density lipoprotein (LDL). HDL is the
good cholesterol that helps take fats from
your blood tream and deliver them to your
liver, where they 1re zapped from your body.
LDL is the bad cholesterol that causes
plaque to build up in your arteries, hampering
the flow of blood to your heart. Both occur
naturally in your body, but what you eat-and
don't eat - can affect the amount of good cholesterol in your blood.
A healthy person should have more than
40mg/dL of good cholesterol and less than
IOOmg/dL of bad cholesterol. Unfortunately,
nearly 107 million Americans have total cholesterol of 200mg/dL or higher, a level at
which their chances for heart attacks rise significantly, according to the American Heart
Association.
Here's how to get your cholesterol in
check. Increase the fruits and veggies, whole
wheat, whole grain and fiber you 'r<: eating.
Cut back on trans-fats and saturated fats.
Saturated fats are found ill animal products
like egg yolks, meat and poultry, fish, high fat
dairy products. Trans-fats are man-made fats
found in processed foods like baked goods,
and potato chips.
Exercise, it bums fat in your body. Get in
30 to 60 minutes at leasi six days a week.
Stop smoking or being around tobacco
smoke. If you've been unsuccessful with a
lifestyle regiment, ask your doctor to prescribe a cholesterol medication. Meds can
reduce cholesterol and the risk of heart attack
al most by half.

threw away scraps of food left over from
meals or threw away appliances that could
be fixed. We fished and gardened for food
and dressed warmly in the house rather than
have extra home heating. Several times a
day I heard: "turn off the lights when you
leave the room."
Step III--Avoid
Foolish Buying: "If you don't need it, don't
bux it''; "it is not a bargain no matter how
Despite being tremendously financially cheap it.is;" or "it doesn't matter that classpoor during the Great Depression, Mother mates have designer clothes. Your secondmaneuvered us out of poverty by means of hand clothes, when kept clean and neat, will
the "Three Ss"-- shrewdness, sacrifice, and do the job just as well." Ste.pJY -- Wise
savings. S~e taught me to never believe I Buying: "Buy only what is absolutely necwas poor; to pay attention to details; and to essary." "If you really need it, then pay
create fun doing hard word,~-- have a cash." This helped me the most. After workBudget so as lo know exa~tly how much ing hard to save the money to buy what "I
money is coming in and how'~uch is going simply could not do without," by the time I
out (and for what-- e.g. rent, food, clothes). .had saved the required money the "need" for
~ - - Never Waste Money. We never the thing had often passed. SJeu--Foolish

Credit: "never have revolving debts. Big pregnancies and getting married too soon
business gets rich off people who take out . stops your progress." It is simply wrong to
loans -and who do not pay their debts on bring children into the world when you can
time. Only in emergencies is it okay to spend not afford to take care of them. "Taking
more than you make." Being desperate fur care" includes keeping them safe in the
money is simply a bad habit and implies you neighborhood; providing them with the
were not smart enough "to save for a rainy essentials (e.g. food, shelter) and simple
day."
pleasures in life; and being able to pay for
Slep_Yl--Wise Savings: Have an ulti- their education. Step VH!--Wise Debts:
mate goal for the use of your money. T9en "Pay whatever it takes to obtain a superior
."fust pay yourself 30% of your paycheck education (i.e. developing your talents and
and put it in the _bank (or some place similar skills) related to your career, for this breaks
where it can make money for you"). Always the vicious cycle of poverty and is the way
have hidden and secret money available for to rise above poverty. Barter to get the best
emergencies and replace it immediately. Do books and the best teachers. "Buy your own
not trust other people to handle your money; home." Start with one you can afford and
do not invest in anything requiring all the replace it when you are able. This establishmoney you have; and do not ever invest in es you as a solid citi~n. Obtain a reliable
anything you do not understand. Slep__Yll-- vehicle for transportation . Sleil.1X -- Avoid
Avoid Extra· Responsibilities: "Unplanned Getting Insurance Poor. The first of two

broad types of insurances are those insuring
against bad things that may happen to oneself and/or to others -- injuries, property
damage, an~ hospitalization. Second are the
definite ones -- old age, illness, and death.
You cannot insure yourself against everything and therefore pick out what is essential
in light of what you can afford '(i.e. that
which doe~ not interfere with paying basic
living expenses). Skp_X Start a businesseven while in school--with a good product;
excellent service; anq at a reasonable price.
This develops prudence, discipline, self-control, sharp discerning vision, and money!

website: www.jablifeskills.com
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D.

April is. National Poetry Month: Understanding Poetic Passages in the Bible
parallelism usually means that the
message of the text is in the larger
passage and its overall point or
impact, rather than individual words
or single lines. Also, specific words
that may be ambiguous or used in
Richard 0 . unusual ways can be clarified 'or
more narrowly defined by seeing
them in the context of a parallel
structure. The following types of
A common literary feature of parallel structure are attempts to
Hebrew poetry in the Old Testament organize this feature of Hebrew
is called parallelism, in which the poetic writing as an aid to reading. It
words of two or tnore lines of text should be kept in mind that Old
are directly related in some way. Testament writers were very creThis feature can be found in any ative, and a great number of variapoetic passage, and sometimes even - tions and combinations of . these
in narrative, although it is more basic types occur in the biblical text.
common in the Psalms and
Proverbs. Recognizing parallelism
I. Synonymous-the second line
as a poetic feature can sometimes repeats the fust in different words
aid in understanding or interpreting having the same meaning.
a lJ.assage. For example, the use of
Psalm 19: l-2

eOurChllocen
JONES

The heavens are telli.ng the glory
of God;
- and the fumament proclaims his
handiwork.
Synonymous
Day to day pours forth speech,
- and night to night declares
knowledge. --- • Synonymous

1 of 4

Antithetic

ill. Antithetic- the second line
contrasts with the fust.
Psalm 73:26
My flesh and my heart may fail,
but God is the strength of my
heart and my portion for ever. ---

II. Synthetic- the second line (or
following lines) adds to the fust .
Psalm 24:3-4
Who shall ascend the hill of the

ff

Email:
jonesl@verizan.net

You may be eligible to be a...

richardo-

!

LORD?

- And who shall stand in his holy
place?

We have a program just for you!

He who has clean hands and a
pure heart,
- who does not lift up his soul to
what is false,
·
- and does not swear deceitfully.
Synthetic

'

www.Blackvoicenews·.com • 951.682.6070

• CJlOA -California Housing
Opportunity Agency
• First -Time Homebuyers New and Existing Homes available
• Cal HFA Homeownership program
• CHOA Lease P11rclinse Program
with 36 month option to purchase
• '30 Year fixed interest ra le
• Closing cost cm1 be fi11mcced

Call JESSIE SUTTLE for detail

951-279-9990
CalHFA

- ---

Corona lVlen' s
Suit Outlet
Itttiuu,i, De:rijitedSuicr ~ TU/xedb's
DESIGNER ITIILIIIN SUITS:
Wait for the Big One!
Free interactive Pre-Show, bring the lfids early to participate!
Hosted by Reality TV personality from CBS' Amazing Race: Jon Weiss!

Cara11elli • Montefina Uoma • Pronto Mondo
Giorgio Fiorelli • Ferretti • Cianni Cellini
1/inci • Sergio Martini

ONTARIO/RANCHO CUCAMONGA

WE CARRY All SIZES!

II.Iterations
Jluailable for
Men& Women!

·

Buy your tickets online at www.CircusVargas.org
Also info and tickets at the Circus Ticket Office or call
877-GOTFUN~ (877-4~8-3861)
Thu .
(opening
Fri.
4 :30
Sat. 2 : 00 prn, 4:30
SUJJ. 1 :30 pm , 4:00
Mon .

night)
pm &
prn ·&
pm &

7 : 30 pm
7 : 30 pn,
7:30 pm
7 : 00 pm
7:00 pm

"" Chino Only: Tue. Apr. '1 S no performances - Wed. Apr. 1 6

D1'ESS SHIRTS
4FOR

•ss1111

fB Piece Special
7:00 pm

s29999 "

3 Designer Suits
3 Dress Shirts
3 Silk Ties
3 leather Belts
3 Designer Socks
3 Pocket Hankies

\ \

\ \ · '-._\

•. '-

'

~

!.co1"onamensuitoutiet. com
•·
•

•

¥

INSTALLATION S

¥ ADD ITIONS

¥

MOV
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Community Actiori
Academy Offering
Free Workshops
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Community Action Partnership
of Riverside · County (CAP
Riverside) is offering a series of
free workshops in April and May
covering a variety of facets of
non-profit and institutional management
and
leadership .
Workshops
will
include
Transformational Leadership and
Board Development (4 hours);
Introduction
to
Grant
Development (7 hours);· Systems
Development (4 hours); Program
Design ,
Development,
Monitoring and Evaluation (7
hours);
and
Program
Sustainability (7 hours).
The first workshop will be held
on Thursday, April JO, 2008. All
workshops will be located at the
CAP Riverside office, 2038 Iowa
Avenue, Suite B-102 in Riverside.
Each workshop will be offered in
April and repeated in Mas,. Preregistration is required. To register, or for dates and times, please
call CAP Riverside Community
Action Academy at (95 1) 9554900 or (800) 511-1110.

Last year a young lady who worked in my
office by the name of Antoinette, encouraged
me to take the entire staff to the "BIZBASH''
Conference held in Los Angeles. BIZBASH
is a resource for event and meeting planners

Juanita

to locate inspiration, marketing strategies
One of the new ideas that we gleaned was
and useful tools for our industry, They also on the subject of"greening» and how to help
provide the latest industry news and provide our clients become a little more global cona directory with contact information on vari- scious in the area of recycling, and helping
ous suppliers, vendors, event planners and to save our planet. Our industry does not
venues (plus more).
necessarily lean towards "conservation,"
The conference highlighted a lot of however, like anything in life, every little bit
"WOW" factor and over the top productions helps! So in my article today, I would like to
(which don't always fall into the budgets of encourage everyone as they plan·their nellt
community organizations events), but still event, do whatever you can to make a differinspired us on ways to hopefully add a little ence and conserve where possible. Here are
fluff and sparkle to all that we do. So as we a couple of quick suggestions:
strolled through the halls and isles of this
If you can spread the word
spectacular "event" I was very happy that we through email - this will help cut back on
spent the day "learning" new"ideas.
. unnecessary use of paper products (plus it

may even save you a little money). We
won't be able to do away with all printed
inforrriation - but we can send out
reminders, etc., via email.
When using disposable paper
products - check out items such as
"bagasse" recyclable plates and cups.
Duke University put out a nice "Green
Event Planning Guide" that I would recommend to everyone who is interested in this
topic. The areas they touch on are how to ...
Reduce Waste
Manage Waste
Rei;ycling
Conserving Energy

Purchasing Environmentally
Aware Materials
So remember, we can all make a difference one event at a time.
Give your all in all that you do. Then the
PLUS won't just be more, it will be the difference!
Wendy is the founder and president of
Personal Services Plus, Inc., an Event
Management
Company.
Visit
www.personalservicesplus.com or email her
at wendy@personalservicesplus.com.

Now people can go on-line and purchase items with the logo for themselves or others. It's a great way to
enhance and express community
pride," she said. A private, thirdparty handles all operations for the
online store including a photograph
contest {or the city's 2009 calendar.
For more information, call the city's
Media and Communication Division
at. (95 1) 4 I 3-3053.

successfully
certified
sixteen
Soboba Team Members on proper
forklift operation standards. The certification requires each team member to complete an extensive classroom session, as well as a driving
session. Barnes has saved Soboba
Casino thousands of dollars in outside trainin-g expenses.

love.

lovers witnessing to love, servants
reflecting the light of the Master and
torchbearers of love and light in our
modern darkness, by being lovers
and doing ordinary daily tasks for ·
love's sake and with great love .

BARNES
Catherine Doherty wrote this:
"REALIZE" What is our spirituality
when aft is said and done? I see us
silently, in a manner of speaking,
doing fitrle ordinary things men and
women do everywhere, always with
an immense, burning love, knowing
1hat love makes every gesture, step,
word work, redemptive. I see us loving each other, serving each other
and all the world. Because to our
eyes offaith and trulh, each is Christ
to the other! That is a/f. The rest he
will do through us. We are jusl

HELLO MORENO VALLEY'
The N,loreno Valley online City
Store is now open for business. The
store is accessible from the City's
official web si:te at www.morenovalley.ca.us. Shoppers can purchase
apparel including T- Shirts, Golf
Shirts, Coffee mugs, Tote bags and
more, all featuring the City's logo.
"Starting the on-line store was the
next step in the City's on - going
branding effort", said City
spokesperson Angela Rushen. "The
new logo was launched last fall, and
is used on most of Moreno Valley's
marketing and promotional material,

BEXAR COUNTY - Mary Ann W. applied
Thera-Gesic,. to her aching hip and one day later
went on to win the State Hopping Contest.
When asked what she likes mo t about entering
hopping contests, . he painlessly replied, "None
of your dang busine s!"

blackvoicenews.com

Remember the "RIVERSIDE
ELITES, INC." 1st Annual Talent
Show April 19, 2008, at Bobby
Bonds -S::esar Chavez Community
Center 2060 University Avenue.
Time: 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Donation $15.00. For Information
(95 I ) 515-0084.
' Congratulations Gregory Barnes
on a job well done as Soboba's official Forklift Instructor. Gregory has

I wish to thank all who celebrated
with me on my birthpay. And to the
Williamson family for the beautiful
song to my grandson Christopher
Williams, my sister, my daughter
from Arizona who sung, the honor
1!1at was given me by my friends and
family, and to Steve Barnes for the
music. Thanks also to Annette
Barnes for all the things that she did.
Lou Dean Coles for providing the
centerpieces, to my children and
grandchildren and for my extended
familY,, thanks to ,you with much

KIDNEY FAILURE LINKED TO
DRUG USED DURING SURGERY

Woman wins State Hopping Contest
after using Thera-Gesic®

Attracting readers
everyday

Thursday, April 10, 2008

TraSyloI9 , a drug used to control bleeding during surgery,
has been linked to kidney failure, dialysis and death.
If you or a loved one had surgery and then developed
kidney failure, call UB now at 1-800-THE-BAGLB for a
free consultation. we practice law only In Arizona, but
associate with lawyers throughout the country.

IQ

Stay tuned for another Thera-Ge iC- moment!

GOLDBERG&. OSBORNE
l-800-'111B-EAGLE
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For·More Information Contact
Campaign Coordinator
Astrnl Mickens OrPH CHES
(909) 387-0173
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www.l800theeagle.com

Advertise for as low as
Call 951.682.6070
Anna Wenger

Business Directory

ATTORNEY

----- Law Offices o f - -a.

• Criminal Defense I DUI
• Divorce & Family Law
• U.S. Immigration Law
• Police Abuse Lawsuits
• Auto Accident injuries

Aaron L. Turner
(9()()) 383-8480
• Aggressive Personal .Representation
• Crimin·al Law
• Felonies & Misdemeanors
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' ':,;.,i'
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•
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ZULU ALI
Attorney At Law
Former Police Officer I Marine Corps Vet

el: (951) 782-8722 / www.zulualilaw.com

I

\" ' I

'

BAIL BONDS

r"'

Law Offices of
RICHARD F. NEVINS
LIVING TRUSTS • WILLS • PROBATE
INCORPORATIONS• PARTNERSHIPS

951

Specializing
• Sisterlocks ™/Brother1ocks ™
• Braids (Micro, Cornrow, Etc.)
• Locs/Twists/Maintenance
• Children Welcome

591-ASAP

877

258-0060

(2727)

Ingram (Rocky) Washington
'-

(951) 686-5193

(951) 601-1362

3995 Brockton Avenue, Riverside, CA 92501

.
. •
e-mai: olufemi@adelplla.net Open. Mon.-Fn. Sun. by Appts. Only
.,.,..._.,.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Momca s Tax and
Bookkeeping

HOUSES

4LifeEnterprises.com, LLC
Presents

The Black Business Resource
and Networking Directory

Monica·Hodgson
Owner-Notary Public
3900 Market St., Suite #270
Riverside, CA 9250 1

~._._ ...,e>wl

951-571-3258
I: .

,
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http://www.cash4yourhome1n24hrs.com
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HEALTH

.

Bnng In /his Ad for your
FREE 7 DAY PASS

~REE Personal Training
FREE Nutritional Guidance!
Guaranteed Results

1£
Come experience the difference in a facility that is ne, er crowded,
but always clean and friendly.

,,,..,,_,_

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Rialtn's nnlv true fitness center for men and women. AJJ .ages welcome

f

~

170 N. Arrowhead Avenue
Rialto CA 92376

Ask About Free Stuff

~About Dls~oum:,j

- --

(off Rialto Ave. between Cact\ls and Cedar)

www.wgrialto.com

909.877.4305

Call today for a complimentary
consultation!

Eat
Wise
Nutrition Education & Prevention Strategies

Irene Daniels
Reverse Mortgage Specialist
3536 Concours Street, Suite 200 • Ontario, CA 91764

Dr. Astrid Mickens-Williams
'owner & Consultant

Office: 909-476-882S • Fax: 866-882-9134
Cell: 951-505-633S

Health & Nutrition Consultation Service
Be Smart. Eat Wise

irene.daniels@wellsfargo.com

-·

909.556.5331
eat-wise@hotmail.com
· http://eat-wise.net

◄ o2
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RESTAURANT/CATERING

Ruthie Ragin ~ealty is now doing home loans as
Higher Ground Lending. Still providing the same
excellence of Real Estate expertise, but can now
offer·home loans.
Reverse Mortgages
Refinance
Purchase/New Construction
.
Construction
Competitive rates, excellent service and that familiar
·
tone. Call now

{t•Pl=f4'1:J:1~

Mobile Catering
Anytime / Anywhere

Eat In
Take Out

GRAM'S

BBQ PALACE

Digitizing LOGO's • -Golf/Polo & Greek Wear
Teamwear • Spiritwear • Towels • T-Shirts
Caps • Gifts & More

Call in Orders
Gumbo, Chitlin, Catfish
3527 Main St.
Riverside, CA 92501
www.gramsbbq.org

Embroidery, Screen Printing & Promotional Products

Phone: (951) 782-8219
Fax: (951) 782-8217
email: gramsbbq@aol.com

Riverside

Zeretha Washington, Owner

I 0530 Magnolia Ste. A. ....:..'......................................95 1353-9560
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Five KO's In A Row For Riverside Fighter-,
The Blqd; Vqietf Mewx
ONTARIO

By David Vidales
Staff Writer

Thompson
Boxing
Promotions held another successful fight night billed as the
"Ultimate Battle" at the
Ontario's Doubletree Event
Center. Approximately 2,000
patrons \Vere on hand to see five
bouts.
The main event featured
Manuel Roman who out pointed
Sergio Espinosa over 10 rounds

to take the WBC Continental
America's belt. The fight was
tight over the middle rounds
until Roman began to score well
with his left hook. He won a
majority decision.
On the under-card Riverside's
Rafael Lopez made -quite an
impression. Lopez, fighting at
Jr. Middleweight, needed only
half of the first round to dispose
of Detroit's Shawn Purdy.
Lopez was clearly the hungrier
fighter as he brought a barrage
of power punches to the head
and mid-section of Purdy. Well
balanced and very quick, Lopez

,

.

Ducks Skate Into NHL Playoffs

.

Photo by Jon Gaede

Kno ck-out Punch! - Riv erside 's Rafael Lopez delive rs a left hook to knock-out Shawn Purdy of Detroit, Mic higan In the the first round.

easily scored his 5th consecutive knockout! Lopez trains
locally under the supervision of
. Henry Ramirez and Joe
Esquivel.
Photo by Jon Gaede
NHL Playoff Bouad • Travis Moen of the Anaheim Ducks battles the
Kings goalie for a loose puck.

The Black Voice News
ANAHEIM

By Jon Gaede
Staff Writer
The reigning NHL Champion
Anaheim Ducks disposed the
cros~-town rival Los Angeles
Kings for the second time in a
week. While the Kings cross
their fingers for a rejuvenating
lottery pick at the NHL'draft on
Monday, the Ducks will skate
against Dallas in the first round
of the playoffs.
The Ducks completed their
season behind Detroit and San
Jose in the Western Division
with a record of 47 wins, and 27
losses for a total of 102 points.
The Ducks will begin to defend
the Stanley Cup in a best of
seven series against the , Dallas
Stars, at the, Honda Center on
Thursday.
In pursuit of a second Stanley
Cup for Anaheim, veteran
superstars Scott Niedermayer
and Teemu Selanne decided to
return from retired status ·and.
figure to be ready for another
magical run.
Hockey's second promises to
bring out some of the best competitive action in professional
sports. The skating is faster, the
hits are harder, passes are more
creative and the goals are amazing: The NHL has implemented
sonie of the modern wire guided
super-cams that hover above the
ice for unique vantage points ...

Moilmer1ca♦1 ....,_~....
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FIE TAX PIPWTION
SERVICES
Based on earnings and family size, you could be eligible to receive ·
as much as $4,500 from the'Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) when
you file your income taxes this year! Best of all-it won't cost you
athing!
·

WE JUST NEED 9 MORE.
1,043,659 Californians win Sup~rLOTTO Plus® every month . They could fill
10 stadiums and even that may be a tigh,t squeeze. Winning is happening

This free service is available tci families with atotal householdincome under $40,000. HURRY! This FREE tax preparation service
will end on April 14, 2008.

get a coupon for a chance to win $ 1000. Enter the coupons serial number

YOU MUST FILE A2007 RETURN TO RECEIVE THE TAX STIMULUS

on our website, There will be 4 drawings and 250 winners will be selected

What to bring:

at each dr~wing. Wit_h so many SuperLOTTO Plus winners, one of them could

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

be you.

⇒
⇒

black voice news ·

blackvoicenews.com

Nevertheless , NHL hockey 's
second season is professional
sports entertainment at it's best!

Social Security or ITIN·cards for eac.hhousehold member
Valid photo identification: drivers license, passport, etc.
W2 and 1099 forms for each job or interest received in 2007
End of year statements for oth'er income you received in 2007
(bank statement, unemployment, social security, etc.)
Child care provider name, address and tax ID number
Acopy of your 2006 federal tax return
For the location of aFREE tax preparation sitenear you,
call Community Action Partnership of Riverside County
{800)511-1110
{951) 955-4900
TTY: (951) 955-5126 .

all around you and it's happening even more in April. Starting April 6, 1000
players will win $1 ,000. Just buy $5 or more SuperLOTTO Plus plays and

It looks like we're going to need more room.

r

OTTO

A State of Winning

www.calottery.com
Pl,ose p oy resoons,bly Musi be 18 or older lo pin, 01e1 □ II odds I n 23
Stolisliccolculoted based on on avcroce of 2007 luperlOTTO Plus ,, """"' of 12 ood obo·1e
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We'd like to thank the people of California for
standing with us one more time and supporting tribal
gaming on tribal lands.

Californians stepped. forward to support
the new Indian Gami~g Revenue

..
~

Agreements. We are d~eply grateful
and we truly appreciate your vote.

We are also proud to be sharing
·revenue from our gaming operations
with the State of California and with
non--gaming tribes across the state.

For California's Indian Tribes, it has been a long
journey, and we couldn't have reached this point
without your support.

Thank you again.

.•
.•

AGUA CALIENTE BAND
OF CAHUILLA INDIANS

MORONGO BAND OF
MISSION INDIANS

PECHANGA BAND OF
LUISENO INDIANS

SYCUAN BAND OF THE
KUMEYAAY NATION

Paid for by the Coalition to Protect California's Budget &Economy: YES on 94, 95, 96 &97, acoalition of public safety officials, taxpayers,
gaming & non-gaming tribes, major funding by Morongo & Pechanga Tribes, 1415 L Street, Suite 410, Sacramento, CA 95814.

I•
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THE TIES THAT BIND

Inland Black Community Reaches Out to UCR Black Faculty

'Photo by David L Perry
Newly named Assistant Superintendent SB County, Margaret Hill with
UCR Special Assistant to the Chancellor for Excellence & Diversity and
Professor of Anthropology Dr. Yolanda Moses.

•
Photo by David L Perry
UCR Black (1-r): Rickerby Hinds, Keith Harris, Diane Woods, Tracy Fisher, Yolanda Moses, Ray Kea, Carolyn Murray, Paul Greene, Lindon Barrett
• ·:
·
and Jonathan Waltt>n.
Th(Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

By Chris Levister
The brunch in honor of UCR
Black faculty at the Back Stage
Restaurant
in
Riverside,
Sunday, was a throwback to the
days when Black professorate
relegated to historically Black
colleges were virtually inseparable from their community's
nurturing umbrella.
"We ate together, worshiped
together, we struggled together," recalls UCR veteran
Professor

of

Psychology

Carolyn Bennett Murray.
"Everyone had the same passion and pain ."
Prior to the 1960s the nearly
non-existent number ·of Black
faculty in higher education at
predominately white institutions (PWis) said Murray could
undeniably be attributed to
kleliberate exclusionary practices "so consequently the
Black community played a pivotal role in Black professional's
lives."
But as the walls of segregaion fell and_many Black professorate left HBCUs and their
communities for PWis the
trong community network
vital to their socialization and
'emotional well-being unravled.
"We want. to tekindle that

Photo by David L Perry
UC~ faculty members: Vorris.Nunley, Jonatb;m Walton, ar1d Keith
Harris.

Balancing a spread of macaroni and cheese, yams, ham and
beans, fried chicken and sweet
tea with sweeping admiration,
satire and vivid storytelling the
event invoked a culturally rich
environment rarely seen outside of the Black community.
"The idea behind, this gathering is to rekindle community
connectedness by building
authentic partnerships that
encourage and support Black
faculty contribution," said
Yolanda Moses, Professor of
Anthropology and Special
Assistant to the Chancellor for
Excellence and Diversity.
"These partnerships ensure a
healthy vibrant underrepresented student population and an
enriched collegiate experience
for all UCR students, faculty

the tough years of Jim Crow.
"Everybody supported everybody else. It had to be that way,
because you were all so
dependent on each other for
your development and professional survival. It was · like a
great big extended family of
role models. We stood on the
shoulders of trailblazers, it was
vecy powerful."
"Those who lived through the
civil rights and Black . Power
movements know the Black
community encompasses the
academic,. social, cultural and
collective totality of every
Black
experience,"
said
Rickerby Hinds, Assistant
Professor
Playwriting,
Department of Theater and
event facilitator.
Professor
of

there's a sense of loneliness and
isolation."
"From fighting for social justice to celebrating the African
·Diaspora to encouraging students to further explore the rich
diversity of our heritage, the
support network of the Black
community keeps us rooted
while at the same time it
grounds us intellectually and
spiritually." added Assistant
Professor of Religious Studies,
Jonathan L. Walton.
"They're social sciehtists,
role models and mentors and
despite their relatively SQlall
numbe-rs Black faculty consis-

tently challenge the conventional wisdom and con_fronts
the American education system
with profound and unsettling
insights," said Kevin Baker,
president of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Mu Xi Lambda
Chapter, who helped organize
the event.
"They can influence an entire
campus, its culture, its values,
and eventually its ethos," said
Woodie Rucker-Hughes, president of the NAACP Riverside
Chapter.
Assistant
Professor
of
English Keith M. Harris
agreed. "The concept of "role
model" presents a dilemma of
welcome opportunities and
inevitable challenges. On one
hand awareness of a faculty
me.mber of color gives some
students a sense of membership, proximity or 'connectedness'. We become highly visible and recognizable to minori-

ty students and non-minority
students as well," he said.
Ori the flipside said Professor
of English Vorris L. Nunley the
same visibility_and recognition
that can provide opportunities
can also have detrimental
effects. "There's a feeling
among some Black students
that a Black professor represents a free pass ... They say,
"he 's Black I'm Black that
means I don't have to study or
work hard." As accessible role
models and powerful predicators of enrollment and graduation of students of color we're
empowered to redirect those
myths."
The educators seemed exhilarated by the camaraderie tliey
experienced proving once more '
that there's nothing like coming
home to homemade sweet potato pie, coconut layer cake and a
huge helping of the community
ties that bind.

• Claim the EITC and other
tax credits
• Save money on your monthly bills
• Financial aid te>; help pay.for
your college education
• Find iob opportuijities

and training for ·
your future career

Photo by David L Perry
Waudler "Woodie" Rucker Hughes (center table) with Dr. Abdulmumin and other community members
enjoyed meeting UCR's faculty.

faculty and the AfricanAmerican community," event
co-sponsor Dr. Paulette BrownHinds, co-publisher of the
Black Voice News told the
gathering of a dozen professors
and members of the Black com-

and staff."
Recalling an Ethiopian
proverb "When spider webs
unite they can tie up a lion,"
Associate Professor of Ethhic
Studies Paul E. Greene stressed
the role of community during

Women's Studies, Tracy Fisher
illustrated the vital race-gender
argument. "As women and
African-Americans
we've
'
come a long way, still at UCR
we represent 20 Blacks among
a faculty of .900. At times,
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: .• !Announcements 100 1
•

ADOPTIONS
l'REGNANT? CONSIDER OPEN
ADOPTION. L<Mng California couples llish to parent. W011< llith a
licensed caring agercy. E"P<!nses
paid. We can help, please call: 1.
800-972-9225.
www.AdoptionConnection.org
(Cal-SCAN)
AUTOS Wf\NTED

DONATE YOUR CAR: Children's
Cancer Fund! Help Save AChild's
Life Through Research & Support!
, •:· ,, Free Vacation Package. Fast,

~;• ,J~••I-• & Flnanclal 945 1
.. ~,.J ~asy &Tax Deductible. Gall 1-800, ~52-0615. (Cal-SCAN)
~. ~'.' DONATE YOUR VEHICLEI
·"' ~ecieve Free Vacation Voucher.
: , ,' Unijed Breast Cancer Foundation.
Free Mammograms, Breast
Cancer Info www.ubcf.info Free
Tolling, Tax Deductible, · Non•
•• ~•, R.uMers Accepted, 1·888468•
., _- ~964 (Cal.SCAN)

ti. ,

ers! Home weekends and great
benefits! Run our western regionl
Heartland Express 1-800441 •
4953. www.Heal1landExpress.com
(Cal-SCAN)
LAND FOR SAl.E/OUT OF STATE
ARIZONA LAND BARGAIN 36

ktes • $29,900. Beau1ilul mountain property In Arizona's Wine
Country. Price reduced In blJye<s
mar1(et. Woni lastl Good access &
views. Eureka Springs Ranch
offered by AZLR. ADWR report &
financing available. 1-877·3015263. (Cal-SCAN)

This busiless is conducted by:
Individual
The fictitious business name(s)
referred to above was filed in
Riverside County on 4/25/07.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/...Marlo Lopez
This statement was filed wijh the
County Cieri( of Riverside County
00 2/28/08.
Lany W. Ward, County Cieri(
FILE NO. 1-200701420

p. 3120, 3127, 413, 4110

LANO LIQUIDATION. 20 acre
randies, nea, Booming 8 Paso,
Texas. $14,900, $200 ~145
monthly (10%/225 morthsj.
Money back guarantee. Free
maps/pictures. Sunset Ranches:
1-800-343-9444. (Cal.SCAN)

The lollowing person(s) Is (are)
doing bosiness as:
CALIFORNIA
DEMOCRATIC
VOTER GUIDE
14570 Agave Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Riverside County

NEW MEXICO HIGH Country. 3-8
acre parcels, from $39,995 total.
Trees, views, underground utili·
ties.surrounded by government
land. Low down, guaranteed
financing. www.SWProperties.com
1-888-612-5830. (Cal-SCAN)

BGK Consuijng Fmi
14570 Agave Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
CALIFORNIA

Registrart has not yet begun lo
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that al the information In
this statement is true and correct
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false Is gully of a crime.)
s/. Carol Hoff, Manager
The filing of this statement does
not of itself author1ze the use in
this state of a fictilous business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
S1atemert filed with the County of
Riverside on 03/10/08.
I hereby certify thet this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Otrice of the County Cieri(. Anew
Fictnious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
Iha!
time.
The filing of t!is statement does
not itself authorize the use in tlis
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation rJ the rights of
"1other under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

This business is conducted by
Limited
Liability
Company/Partnership.
Ii'
NEW TO MARKET New Mexico
Registrant has not yet begun to
•,, ,· BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Code).
Ranch Dispersal 140 acres •
transact business under the fictiLany W. Ward, County Cieri(
~ r • ALL CASH CANDY ROUTE. 30 $89,900. River Access. No!them tious nane(s) listed above. •
New Mexioo. Cool 6,500' elevation
FILE
NO. R-2008-03155
I deetare that an the information in
, • Machines and Candy. All for
llith stunning views. Great tree
p. 3/lO, 3/l7, 413,,4110
this statement Is true and correct
'$9,995. Be your own Boss.
(A registrant who declares as true,
:. v, MultiVend LLC, 880 Grand Blvd.; · cover including Pooderosa, rolling
grassland and rock outcroppings.
Information which he or she knows
STATEMENT OF ABANDON•
• Deer Par'!(, NY. 1-888-625-2405.
Abuldant wildlife, great hunlilg.
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
IIENT OF USE Of FICTITIOUS
" tCel·SCAN)
s/. Gwendolyn M. Cross
EZ terms. Call NML&R, Inc. 1-866BUSINESS NAME
36().5263. (Cat-SCAN)
The fling rJ this statement does
The following fictitious business
AMERICAS FAVORITE COFFEE
not of Itself authorize the use in
name(s) has been at>andoood by
• b;st, Guaranteed Accounts. Multi
, ', Billion $ Industry. Unlimned Profit • PRICED FOR QUICK• SALE , '• th!$ state of a fictitious boslness" 1he fdlowing pe!$00(s): "
Nevada 5 acrH . $24,900.
name in violation of the rights of
IPtNA
&
LOPEZ
"'"'~ Potential Fr~• ln1o,. 2417. HIOO;
Beautif\j bulld!ng slte'wtth electrtc
anott,er under fe<lerat. state, at: . ' CONSTRUCTlONl -:1<: ,.
II
7294212. (Cal·SCAN)
& county maintained roads. 360
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
34116 Date Palm Dr. Ste. A
degree views. Great recreational
&p code)
Cathedral City, CA 92234
'. • ' ~U~INESS SERVICES
opportunities. Financing avaiabie.
Statement lied with the County of
CaA row! 1-877-349--0822. (Caf.
Riverside 00 03/04/06.
Eddie lpra
• , AOVERTISEI Newspaper advertisSCAN)
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
33320 Wishing Wells
, . • Ing worksl Reach 6 nillion
conact copy of the orignal stateCathedral City, CA 92234
,i , Calilomiansl 240 newspapers SOUTHERN
COLORADO
ment on file in my office.
:~ statewide. $550 for a 25-word
RANCH Sale 35 Acres- $29,900.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
Mario Lopez (NMN)
~ dassified ad. Call (916) 288-6019
Spectacular Rocky Mountain
name statement expires five years
68235 Bet1a Vista Rd.
~Uuibeth@cnpa.com WWW.CalViews Year round access, elee/
from Ille date It was filed n the
Cathedral City, CA 92234
, SCAN.com (Cal·SCAN)
tele included. Excellent Financing
Office of the County Oellt A available
w/
low
down
payment.
Fictitious
Business
Name
This business is conducted by: a
•:
DISPLAY ADVERTISING! Reach
can Red Creek Land eo.Toda)11· Statement must be filed before General Partnership
• over 3 miHion Californians in 140
~98-5263
x3469.
(Cal-SCAN)
that
time.
The
fictitious business n11118(s)
· communijy newspapers. Cost
The fiwng of this statement does
referred to above was filed In
$1,800 for a 3.75'x2" display ad
UTAH RANCH DISPERSAL
not Itself authorize the use in this
Riverside County on 4126/07.
(Super value that wOl1<s out to
Experience lhe fun and relaxation
state of a Fictitious Business
I dedara that all the lnfonmalion in
about $12.86 per newspaper). Cal
of having your own 40 acm il the
Name in violation of the rights of
this statement Is true and correct
(916)
288-6019
eliUI•
great outdoor recreational area of
another under federal, state or • (A registrant who deda111s as true,
belh@cnpa.com
www.Cal·
Ille Uintah Ba~n. Sta/ting at only
common law (See Section 14411,
infonmalion which he or she knows
SCAN.com (Cal-SCAN)
$29,900. cau UTLR 1-888-693Et Seq., Business and Professions
to be false is guilty of a aime.)
5263. (Cal.SCAN)
s/...Mario Lopez
- Code~
NEWS OR PRESS RELEASE
Lany W. Ward. County Clerk
This statement was filed with the
SERVICE? The Cel~oma Press
WATERFRONT
HOMESITES
FILE NO. R-2008--02887
County Cieri( of Riverside County
• Rdease Service is the only service
FROM
$134,900
Gated
commun~
p. :,no, 3127, .f/3, 4110
on 2/28/08.
with 500 current daily, weekly "'d
ty w/ private marina. Grand Lake of
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
,. ,. ~lege newspaper contacts in
tihe
Cheroltees
in
northeast
The
following
person(s)
Is
(are)
FILE NO. 1-200701437
California. Questions call (916)
Oklahoma.,
V«y
Limited
Supply.
doing
business
as:
p, 3/lO, 3127, .«I, 4110
~ 288.6010 .
www.SeeThePreserveAtGrandlak - FFA
r , www.Cal[omiaPressReteaseSe!\li
e.com 1-1177-909•5253 x3966.
35712 Erniy Ave.
The folowing person(sj Is (are)
• ~ .com (Cal.SCAN)
(Cel·SCAN)
Murrieta, CA 92563
doing business as:
'
Riverside County
JO'S ENTERPRISES
, ,. EQUIPMENTFOR SALE
MUSICAL
INSTRU41538 Eastman Drive, Ste. C
16150 Isla Maria Cir
MENTS/ANNOUNCEMENTS
PM8102
Moreno \/'alley, CA 92551
SAWMILLS FROM ONLY $2,990 •
Mumeta, CA 92562
Riverside County
J Convert your •Logs To Valuable
lumber with your own NMvooo VINTAGE MUSIC, ALL Musical Riverside County
Instruments, Guitars, Amplifiers, .
Jeffrey oriver (NMN)
.,. • . portable band sawmill. Log skidReoonis, Equipment. nit's musical
Cer1aAmCorde
16150 lsta Maria Cir.
"' .,r ders
also
available.
and
you
want
to
sel
It•
then
rm
the
35712
Emly
Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
• r,,w.NorwoodSawMiUs.com/300N
Guy
to
CaH.
760-987-5349.
(CalMurrieta,
CA
92563
•FREE lnformalion: H00-578SCAN)
This busriess Is conducted by
1363 • x300-N. (Cal-SCAN)
This business is conducted by
Individual.
PSYCHIC
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun kl
0ppomallltltt
Registrant has nd yet begun kl
transact business und8I the fief.
\ ,~
MALE
WITCH.
PSYCHIC
transact business under the fictj.
tious name(s) listed above.
01
Readings & Counselilg . Casting
tious nane(s) isled above.
I decla/11 flat all the lnfonmatlon n
• ~ELPWANTEO
& Removal of Spells. Call Torn
I declare that aft the information in
t!is statement Is true and correct.
24f7.
1.IJ00-419-3346.
this statement is true and oorract.
(A registrant who declares as true,
~.-''. ATTORNEY and ASSOCIATE
Credit/Debit Cards. Get Your Lover
(Aregistrant who declares as true,
information whicll he or she knows
~ SEEK Outside Agenls to mar1(et
Back. (Cal-SCAN)
w,formation whk:h he Of she knows
to be faloo is gully of a crime.)
• • Home
Retention/
Loan
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Jeffrey Oliver
•• , Modification Program. Will train.
REAL
ESTATE/OUT
OF
STATE
s/.
Carta
Corde
The filing of this statement does
, Eam $1,500 plus in commissions.
The
fling
of
this
statement
does
not of i1self authorize the use in
Produce more • eam more! 310.
NEW
ARIZON~
LANO
Rushl
1
or
nd
of
Itself
aulhorizs
the
use
in
this
stale of a fictitious business
~78-2599. (Cal-SCAN)
2·1/2 'Footban Field' Sl2ed Lotsl
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
SO Down. SO Interest $159-$208
name in violation of the rights of
another Ulder led8fal, state, or
WANTED/DRIVERS
per month! Money Back
another under federal, state, or
corrmon law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
Guaranteel 1.IJ88·806·2831 or
oommon law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p oode)
, DRIVER • COL Training: SO down,
www.Sun SltesLandRush. com
&p code)
Statement filed with Ille County of
r • , financing by Central Refrigerated.
(Cal-SCAN)
Statement fifed with the County rJ
Riverside on 03/1 ms.
· Drive for Central, earn up to S41lt+
Riverside on 03/10/08.
I hereby certify that tlis copy is a
,1st yearl HI00-587-0029 x4779.
SCHOOLSnNSTRUCTJON
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
oorract copy of Ille original state' www.CentralDrivingJobs.net (Cal•
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
• , 1 CAN)
GET
CRANE
TRAINEOI
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This ficitious business
Crane/Heavy Equipment Training.
NOTICE: Tiis fictitious busiless
name sta1ement expires five years
1 DRIVERS: ASAP! Sign-On Bonus.
National
Certification
Prep.
name
statement
expies
five
years
~om
the date It was filed in the
3542 cpm. Eam over $1000
Placement Assistance. Financial
from the date it was filed il1 the
Office of the County Cieri(. A new
weekly. ExceHent Benefits. Need Assistance.
Southern Califomla
Oflioe of the County Cleft. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
CDL·A and 3 ,oonths recent OTR
College
of
Construction.
Fictitious
Business
Name · Statement roost be filed before
required. 1·~ 9 . (Cal·
www.Heavy7.com Use Code
Statement must be fied before
that
time.
SCAN)
'SCCNH' 1-888-211-3768. (Cal•
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
SCAN)
The filing of this statement does
not itself authortze the use In this
NAT~NAL CARRIERS needs
not itself author1ze the use in this
state of a Fictitious Busiless
Company Drivers for ijs Regional
state of a Flctltlous Business
Name In violation of the rights of
Operations
in
Southeast
Name il violation of the righis of
another 111der federal, slate at:
California. Excellent Benefits,
another und8f federal, state or
oommon law (See Section 14411,
Generous Home Time &
common law (See Section 144 t 1,
Et Seq., Busiless and Professions
Outstanding Pay Package. CDL·A
Et Seq., Business "1d Professions
Code).
Required.
1-888-707-77~
Code).
La,y
W. Ward, County Cieri(
www.NatiooalCerriers.com (Cal•
Lany W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R·200g.(13~19
, ,SCAN)
FILE NO. R-2008--03119
p. 3120, 3127, .f/3, 4110
p. 3/lO, 3127, 413, 4110
The following pe110n(s) Is (are)
975 1
The following person(s) is (a111)
doing business as:
STATEMENT Of WNDONdoog business as:
KAJSA FINE ART
r SPONSORED COL TRAINING.
IIENT Of USE Of FICTITIOUS
FIRST CLASS ELDERLY CARE
68-265 Concepcion Rd.
,tlo Experience Needed! Eam
BUSINESS NAME
11843 r1111berv1ew Dr.
Cathedral City, CA 92234
$40k-$75k in your new career!
The followilg fiditious business
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverside County
Stevens Transport will sponsor the
name(s) has been abandoned by
Riverside Cou,nty
1ptal cost of your COL training!
the following person(s):
John Francis Carroll
Excellent Benefits & 401 Kl No
AMERICAN HOME LOAN$
Cash Financial Setvlces, LLC
68-265 Concepcion Rd.
~
l,bley llolwll No Crl!dn Checl<sl
32-220
Rancho
v~ta
Dr.
#104
17487
Tirnbervlew
Dr.
Cilhedral City, CA 92234
Cal Now1 1-80().358-9512,
Cathedral Cijy, CA 92234
Riverside, CA 92504
1 - 800 - 333 - 8595 .
CALIFORNIA
This business Is conducted by
, ., www.BecomeAOriver.com (CalMario Lopez (NMN)
Individual.
' SCAN)
68235 Bella Vista
This business is conducted by
Registrant has not yet begun to
Cethedlal Cijy, CA 92234
Limited
Liability
transact business under tte fictiWANT HOME WEEKLY llith more
Company/Partne<stip.
tious name(s) listed above.
payt S.41/nile for company driv•

.

~

"

'le,.,..,,_
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•'" ~Com: Real Estate

Fictious
Business
Name
Statements

EOE.

r

I declare that al the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
Information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a Cline.)
s/. John F. Carroll
The fling of tl1s statement does
not of ijseff authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name il violation of the righls of
another under federal, state, or
oommoo law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed wijh the County of
Riverside on 03/14108.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date ~ was filed in the
Office of the County Clellt Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement roost be filed before
that
time.
The filng of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious. Business
Name in violation of 1he rights of
another under federal, state or
commoo law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, County Cieri(
FILE NO. 1·2008-00894
p. 3120, 3127, .f/3, 4110
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
KEEP IT MOVIN TRANSPORT
SERVICES
24571 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Vaney, CA 92553
Riverside County
24461 Sunnymead Blvd. #103
Moreno Valley, C,li 92553 '

K.I.M Imports Exports >'
24571 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valey, CA 92553
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Ccrporaoon.
Registrant hes not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti·
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all tl'ie information in
this statement is true and oorract.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infonnation which he or she knows
to be false is guiijy of a crime.)
s/. Glen Walls, Chief Finance

Officer
The filing of this stalM>ent does
not of itself authorize 1he use In
this state of a fictitious business
name il violation of the rights of
anolhel under federal, state, or
com,oon law (sec. 1440 et seq. b
&pcode)
Statement filed wijh the County of
Riverside on 03/12/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date ~ was filed In the
Office of the County Cieri(. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filng of this statement does
not ilself atJtrorize Iha use in this
stale of a Fictitious Business
Name i1 violation of \he rights of
another under federal, state or
commoo law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq,, Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03323
p. 3/20, 3127, 413, 4110
The IOIOWing person(s) is (ara)
doing business as;
MARTINEZ AUTO REPAIR
6333 Mission Blvd. #8
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside County
· Enrique Maltinez Ochoa
6248 Rustic Ln.
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted by

Individual.
Registrant has not yel begun 1o
transact business Ulder tte ficti.
lious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
ttis statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who tlectares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guity rJ a crime.)
sl. Enrique Martilez Ochoa
·The ning of this statement does
not of ijsen authorize the use il
ti'is stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed llith the County of
Riverside on 03/12/08.
I he!8by certify thal this copy Is a
correct copy of lhe original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expres five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerlt Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fiong rJ this statement does
not Itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
I.any W. Ward, County Cieri(
FILE NO. R-2008-03265

p. 3/20, 3127, 413, 4110
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MARTINEZ MACHINE SHOPP
6333 Mission Blvd. #A
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside County
Enrique Martinez Ochoa
6248 Rustic Ln.
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted by
lndivjdual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti•
tious name(s) listed above.
I dedare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who tlectares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Enrique Martinez Ochoa
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name il violation of tihe rights of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed llith the County of
Riverside on 03/12/08 .
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state·
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the dale it was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri(. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authortze the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business ·
Name in violation of the rights rJ
l another under federal, state or
corn,oon law (See Section 14411,
EtSeq., Business and Professions

Code).
Lany W. Ward, County Cieri(
FILE NO. R-2008-03266

p. 3120, 3127, 413, 4110
The follov,;ng person(s) is (arel
doing business as:
MORENO VALLEY HANDYMAN
721 Butternut ln.
Corona, CA 92882
Riverside County
WR Wdsoo (NMN)
721 Butternut Ln.
Corona, CA 92882
Barbara Am Wison
721 Butternut ln.
Corona, CA 92882
This business is conducted by
Husband & Wife.
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious busl·
ness name(s) listed above on
4117/2003.
I declare that an tte information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infonnation which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. WRWilson
The !ling of this statement does
not of ijself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed wijh the County of
Riverside on 03/10/08.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from tihe date It was fled in the
Office of the County Clerk.. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement roost be filed before
thal
time.
The fiing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use In this
stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation rJ the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411.
Et Seq., Business and Professions

correct copy of the original stale•
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: Tris fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Oflioe of the County Cieri(. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
·not ijsen authorize tihe use in th1s
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
com,oon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, County Cieri(
FILE NO. R-2008-03098
p. 3/20, 312 7, 413, 4110
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
LEO'S CABINETS
7171Jurupa Ave. #7
River.;ide, CA92505
Riverside County

Maricela Perez De Durango
(NMN)
5250 Bushnell Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
leodegario Durango (NMN)
5250 BuShnell Ave.
River.;ide, CA 92505
This business is conducted by
Husband & Wife.
Registrant commenced to transact
business ~er the fictitious busi•
ness name(s) listed above on
9/2006.
~declare that all the intormation In
th~ statement is true and correct.
(A ~strant who declares as true,•
infoonatlon which he or she knows
to be,fatse is guilty of a crime.) I'
s/. Mancela Perez De Durango
The filiqg of this statement does
not of ijself authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious bus~ss
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
com,oon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02/26/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of tie original statement on file il my office.
NOTICE: This fictitJous business
name statement expires five years
from the data It was filed in the
Office of the Cotllty Cieri(. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be lied before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
slate of a Fictitious Business

Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
com,oon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Bu~ness and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, County Cieri(
FILE NO. R-2008-02470
p. 3120, 3127, 41.3, 4110
The follolling person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SAMSON SEVEN
ABSOLUTE FREEDOM PEN•
PALS
29175 Wranger Or.
Murrieta, CA 92563
Riverside Cotfnly
Thomasina Stancil (NMN)
29175 Wrangler Dr.
Munieta, CA92563
Marvin Duane Stancil
1 Kings Way
Avenal, CA 93204
This business is conducted by eo.
Panners.
Registrant has not yet begun lo
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the·ilformation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sl. Thomasina Stancil
The fiing of this statement does
not of ijseff authorize the use In
this state of a fictibous business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et seq. b
&p code)
Statement fded llith the County of
Rrierside OR 03/12/08.
I hereb9 certify !hat this copy Is a
ccrrect'copy of the orignal statv
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious bu~ness
name statement expires five years
from Iha date It was filed In the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Sta1emen1 must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not ilseff authorize the use In this
state ol a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code)
lany W. Ward, County 0er1(
FILE NO. R-2008-03274
p. 3/lO, 3127, 413, 4110
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SYRANSU
INSURANCE

The folowlng person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
PERSONAL PLATEAU EOUCA·
TIONAL SERVICES
15108 Calle Renfro
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Riverside County
James Douglas Banks
1S108 Cale Renfro
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
T)lis business is conducted by
Individual.
Registranl has not yet ~ to
transact business under Iha ficti.
tious name(s) fisted above.
I declare that all the information ,n
this statement is true and correct
(A regstrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false Is gully rJ a crime.)
s/. James l)o,.glas Banks
The Bing of this statement does
not of itse!f au1hortze the use il
t!is stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the righls of
another t.nder federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed wi1h the County of
Riverside on 03/07/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a

Syransu, Inc.
17487 Timbervlew Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) isled above.
I declare that all the information in
lhis statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information vmK:11 he or she knows
lo be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Samuel Hot, Jr., Presidenl
T)le filing of this statement does
not of ijself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p oode)
Statement filed wi1h the County of
Riverside on 03/10/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy rJ the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
l'rom the dale nwas filed in the
Office of the County Clm. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
ttiet
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of Iha rights of
another under federal, state or
oonrnon -raw (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professlo()s
Codej.
, "
Lany W. Ward, County Cle<t<
FILE NO. R·2006-03156
p, 3/lO, 3127, 413, 4110
The followlng person(s) Is (are)
doing business es:
TOUCH OF LOVE MINISTRY
16450 S1lverbrch Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
P.O. Box 8655
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Riverside Colllty

New Beginnings Better Livilg
16450 Silveibirch Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
CALIF~NIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the Information in

this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant vmo declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false Is guUty of a crime.)
sl. Thomas M. Astley, President
The Ning of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious busiAess
name in ~olatioo of the rights of
another under lederal, state, or
comrron law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p oode) •
Statement filed llith the County of
Riverside on 03/07/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on fik! in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date n was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in !his
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violatill!I of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code)
Lany W. Ward, County 0er1(
FILE NO. R•2008-03078
p. :laO, 'J/27, 41.3, 4110
STATEMENT OF WITHDRAWAL
FROM PARTNERSHIP OPERAT·
ING UNDER FICITTIOUS BUSI•
'NESS NAME
The lolloWing person has llith·
drawn as a general partner from
the partnership operating under
the fictitious busiless name of:
UTILiTY AUTO SALE
12510 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
Hossain Shekarfroush
501 Hillsborough Way
Corona, CA 92879

This business is conducted by: CoPartners.
The fictitious business name(s)
referred to above was filed in
Riverside County on 12/04/2007.
I declare that the information in this '
statement is true and correct. (A

•

MACHINIST - CNC
HORIZONTAL MILL
Sign-On Bonus
Offered

We have an opening
for a machinist for
graveyard. For more
information regarding
this positions call
between 7 a.m . to
3 :30 p .m. 626-8545170; or apply in person
at
Reuland
Electric, 17969 E.
Railroad St., Industry,
CA 91748, M•F 7
a .m . - 3:30 p.m.; or
fax/e-mail
your
resume to 626-9642431
I
hrca@reuland.com .
Applications
available
at
www.reuland.com Employment tab.

•

Reuland Electric a
manufacturer of electric motors is looking
for a Machinist - '
Engine Lathe.

English Instructor
Deadline: 04/21/08

Mathematics Instructor
Deadline: 04/14/08

Sign-On Bonus
Offered
Great
benefits.,
Position available for
swing shift. For more
information regarding
this
position
call
between 7 a .m. to
3 :30 p.m. 626-8545170; or apply in person
at
Reuland
Electric, 17969 E.
Railroad St. , Industry,
CA 91748, M-F 7 a.m.
- 3:30 p.m.; or fax/email your resume to
626-964-2431 I hr·
ca@ reu l a nd . com .
Applications available
at www.reuland.com Employment tab.

EEOE - Females are
encouraged to apply.

1Employmont OW-,fflet

Human Resources Analyst I
On~ on-line electronic applir,allons
and
supporting materials are accepted.

App~online at

jobs.rcc.edu
For Assistance Gall

(951) 222-8595
An Equal Opportunify Employer

t.,.

c.,t lflc.at.ct Te•ch•r o,,.nlng•
FOf'

2008-2009 •chool year

Only Complete Applleadons w1H be
con•ldored
Requl'9fflelnts:

NCLB COmptiant
CLAD C.rtifk!ld
~ G www.etlwande o,g
p. M , 3113, 3/20, 3127

Employmtot "-1unltle1

Deadline: 04/04/08

943 1

ETIWANDA SCHOOL DISTRICT

EEOE - Females are
encouraged to apply.

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri(
FILE NO. R-2008-03167
p. 3120, l'27, 413, 4110

AGENCY
17487 Timberview Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverskle County

943 1

I

Employment Opportunities

•
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New County recruijments this week:

"

Board Services Specialist
$14.98-$19.10/hr
.Business Applications Manager
$36.07-$46015/hr
Fiscal Assistant
$13.59-$1 7.33/hr
Fraud Investigator
$25.29-$32.30/hr
Licensed Vocational Nurse I-Public Health
$14.58-$18.65/hr
Public Defender Investigator
$26.89-$34.35/hr
Senior Board Services Specialist
$16.12-$20.56/hr
Sheriff's Sergeant
$66,206.40-$84,406.40/yr
San Bernardino County HR
157 w. Fifth St
San Bernardino
(909)387-8304
www.sboounty.gov/hr
EEO/ADA Compliant

I
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registrant who declaares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/... Hossein Shekairoosh
This statemB/11 was filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside County
on 2/25/08.
Larry W. Wart!, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-16303
p. 'J/27, 413, 4110, 4117
The folowlng person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
HMS STUDIOS
3579 Univeraity Ave., Suite 207
Riveraide, CA 92501
Riveraide County
Ryan Patrld< Williams
39661st St.
Riveraide, CA 92501
Juan Antonio Carrasquillo
39661st St.
Riverside, CA 92501
This business is conducted by CoPartnera.
Registrant has not yet begun 10
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct

I

Employment OP90r1llnttl11
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(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a aime.)
s/. Ryan Wiiiliams
The filing of this statement does
not of llsett auth<Xize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation ri the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03117/08.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five yeara
from the date rt was filed in the
Office of the Coonty Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
, common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wart!, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03515
p. 3127, 4/J, 4110, 4117

doing business as:
P & S JANITORIAL
11504 Seaport Cr.
Moreno Vmley, CA 92557
Riverside County
Ismael Padilla (NMN)
11504 Seaport Cr.
Moreno Vmley, CA 92557
Bonnie Lupe Padilla
11504 Seaport Cr.
Moreno Valey1CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Husband &Wde.
Registrant conmenced to transact
business under th~ fictrtious business name(s) listed above on
2/20/08.
I declare that ml the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information -.tiich he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Bonnie L. Padilla
The filing of this statement does
not of itself aulhorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
River~de on 02/20108.

The folio,.;ng person(s) is (are)

I

Employment Opfortunftfts
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I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the <Xiglnal statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five yea~
from the dale it was filed in the
Office of the County Clark. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
· Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itse~ authorize 1he use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in vioiaHon of the tights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professioos
Code).
Larry W. Wfltd, County Clerk
~ILE NO. R-2008-02136
p. 3/l7, 413, 4110, 4117

I

JOIN THE SAN BERNARDINO
POLICE DEPARTMENT TEAM

The San Bernardino
Police Department
is NOW HIRING for the
position of Police Officer
. $4,685 - $6,442
Monthly Salary
•
•
•
•

Interested applicants can download applications at www.JoinSBPD.org or apply in person
at San Bernardino City Hall, located at 300 N.
"D" St. in San Bernardino
For additional information log on to
www.JoinSBPD.org
or contact the recruiter at

(909) 388-4918

1
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This business is conducted by
lndr..idual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information wtich he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.) ·
s/. Robin Balcer
The filing of this statemen1 does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in vidation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed -.;th the County of
Riverside on 03103106.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the <Xiginal statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires live yea~
from the dale II was filed ill the
Office of the County Cler'<. Anew
Fictitious
Business . Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The. filing of this statement
does not nse!f aulhorize the'use in
this state of a FIClitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. i-2006-00752
p. 3127, 413, 4110, 4117

Derricl< Wendell Wise
15760 Lasselle St #11G
Moreno Valley, CA 92551

The SBPD offers competitive salary,
medical, dental and vision benefits,
paid vacation and holiday time, sick
leave, 4/10 work schedule, bilingual
pay, education reimbursement and
POST incentive pay.

943

Robin Michelle Baker
62-555 S. Starcross Dr.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

The following peraon(s) is (are)
doing busmss as:
AWISE ENTERPRISE
15760 Lasselle St. #11 G
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
Riverside County

Additional positions incluae:
Law Enforcement Trainee
Dispatcher
Community Service Officer
Records Technician

Employment Opportunities

The frJk)-.;ng peraon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
LEAF ITTO ME ,
62-555 S. Starcross Dr.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
Riverside County

943 1

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti•
tious nam.(s) listed above.
I declare that all the nformation in
this slalemen1 is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
tnformanon which he or she knows
to be false ~ guilty of a aime.)
s/. Oen'l:k Wenden Wise
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state ri a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County ri
Riverside on 03117106.
I hereby certify that this copy Isa
correct copy of the <Xiginat statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five year.;
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
BOsiness
Name
Statement must be filed before tha1
lime. The filing of this statemen1
does not i1self authorize the use in

I

Employment Opportunities
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this state of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation ri the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03503
p. 3127, 413, 4lf0, 4117 ·
The followilg person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ANGEL SOFT CLOTH DIAPER
SERVICE
4620 Yan Buren Blvd. Apt. 28
Riverside, CA 92503
Riveraide County
GabrieUe Micitelle Stewart
4620 Yan Buren Blvd. Apt. 28
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transad business tJ1der the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be falst is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Gabrielle S1ewart
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed -.;th 1he County of
Riverside on 03119/08.
I hereby certify that !tis copy Is a
correct copy of the onginal statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expres five yeara
from the date rt was filed in the
Office of the County Oerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the use in
this state ri a Fictitious Business
Name " violation of the rights of
ano1her under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411;
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry w.Wart!, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03620
p. 3127, 4/3, 4110, 4117
The following person(s) is (are)
dong ro~ness as:
AVIBET ASSOCIATES, ASLA
45-175 Panorama Dr., Suite C
Palm Desert. CA 92260
Riverside County
Avner Bet-Havakhmi
72601 TIYush Rd. #3
Palm Desert, CA 92260
1

This business is conducted by
lndiwlual.
Reglstran1 commenced to transact
business under the fictitious bus•
ness on February 1, 2008.
I declare that all the infoonation in
this statement is true and correct
(A registrant who declares as true,
inrormation which he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Avner Bet-Havakhmi
The filing of th~ statement does
not of itself authorize the use ri
this state of a fictitious business
name " violation of the rights of
another under Jederal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Stal80]8nt filed with the County of
Rlv8'Side on 03103/08.
I here\lY certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statemenl on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five yaara
from the dale it was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not i1sett authorize the use n
this stale ri a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wart!, County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2006-00732
p. 3/l7, 413, 4110, 4117

I
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RIVERSIDE
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DEPARTMENT

Thursday, April 10, 2008

The following person(s) is (araf
doing business as:
MORENO VALLEY PLUMBING
SUPPLIES
24318 Hemlock Ave. C-2
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Rmkfe County

This business is conducted by
Husband &W~e.
Registran1 has not yet begun to
transact business lllder the ficti.
This business is conducted by ' tious name(s) listed above.
Individual.
I declare that all the information In
Registrant has not yet begun to
this statement is true and correct.
transact business under the ficti.
(A registrant who declares as true,
Edwartl Costa, Jr. (NMN)
tious name(s) ijsted above,
23410 Woodlander Way
information which he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a aime.)
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
I dedara that all the information in
this statament is true and correct.
s/. Myra Alawar
The filing of this statement does
This business is conducted by
(A registrant who declares as true,
Information whk:ll he or she knows
not of itself authorize the use in
Individual.
Registrant ccmmenced lo transact
to be false is guilty of a ,;:rime.)
this state of a fictitious business
business 111der the fictitious busi·
s/. Judith S. Baladad, Owner
name In violation of the ~his of
another under federal, stata, or
ness name(s) listed above on
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use In
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
514103.
I declare that all the information in
this state of a fictitious rusiness
&p code)
this statemen1 is true and correct.
name in viotetion of the rights of . Statemerit filed with the County of
Rivefside on 02/27/08.
(A registrant who declaras as true,
another under federal, state, or
comroon law (sec. 1440 et seq. b
1hereby cemfy that this copy Is a
information which he or she knows
&p oode)
correct copy of the orignal stateto be false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Edwartl Costa, Jr.
Statement filed with the County of
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
The fiing of this statement does
Riverside on 03/04/08.
name statement expires five years
not of itself authorize the use in
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state- from the date i was filed in the
this state of a fictitious business
Office of the County Clerk. A new
name in violation of the rights of , ment on file ii, my office.
Fictitious
Business
Name
another under federal, state, or
NOTICE: This fictitious Miness
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
Sta1ernent must be filed before tha1
name statement ~ s five years
from the date It was filed in the
time. The filing of this statement
&p code)
Statement filed 'MIil the County of
Office of the County Clerk. A new
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Flctl1ious Business
Riverside on 03/05/08.
Ficti1Ious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
Name in violation of the ~his of
I hereby certfy that this copy is a
correct copy of the <Xiginal statetime. The filing of this statement
another under federal, stale or
does not itself aulhorize the use in
ment on fite In my office.
common law (See Section 14411,
this state of a Fictitious Business
Et Seq., Bu~ness and Professions
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name staternB/11 expires.five yaar1
Name in viOlation of the rights of
Code).
from the data tt was fled in the
another under federal, state or
Larry W. Wart!, County Clerk
common law (See Section 14411,
FILE NO. R-2008-02528
Office of the County Clerk. A new
p, 3127, 4/3, 4/10, 4117
Fictitious
Business
Name
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Statement must be filed before that
Code).
Larry W. Wart!, County Clerk
The following person(s) is (are)
time. The filing of !tis statement
does not Ilse~ authorize the use in
FILE NO. R-2008-02918
doing business as:
THE VAUGHAN PARTNERSHIP
this state of a Fictitious Business
p. 3127, 4/3, 4110, 4117
17844 Copper Queen I.Me
Name in violation of the rights of
The folklwing person(s) is (are)
Gavilan Hills, CA 92570
another under federal, state or
Rlve!side County
common law (See Section 14411,
doing business as:
SNEUING STAFFING SERVIC·
Et Seq.. Business and Professions
Code).
Bili Scott Vaughan, President
ES
17844 Copper Queen Lane
Larry W. Wanf, County Clerk
1485 Spruce St., Ste. F
FILE NO. R-2006-02927
Riverside, CA 92570
Gavllan Hills, CA 92570
p. 3127, 413, 4110, 4117
Riverside County
Susan Rosa Vaugl\M, Treasunlf
17844 Copper Queen Lane
The following person(s) is (ara)
The Yal.llban Partnership
doing business as:
17844 Copper Queen Lane
Gavilan Hills, CA 92570
Gavilan Hills, CA92570
RAIi ENGINEERING, INC.
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by a
219 Goldfinch Ln.
Rmide, CA 92507
General PartneBhlp.
This business Is conducted by
Registrant comnnenced to transact
Riverside County
Corporation.
business under the fictitious bus•
Registrant has not yet begun to
ness. name(s) listed above on
RAM Engineering, Inc.
425 W. La Cad8f1II Drive, Suite #6
transact business under the ficti.
8/7/07.
tious name(s) isled above.
I declare that all the information in
Riverside, CA 92501
I declara that all the information In
this statement Is true and correct.
This business is conducted by
this statement is true and correct
(A registrant who declares as true,
(A reglslr.Vlt who dedares as· true,
Information which he or she knows
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to tansact
Information v.llich he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
business under the fictitious busi•
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/, BIH Vaughan, President
ness name(s) listed above on
s/. Susan Vaughan, CEO
The filing of this statement does
02/10/2007,
The filing of this statement does
not of ltse~ authorize the use in
not
of
ltseK
auth<Xize
the
use
in
this state of a fictitious business
I decla-e that all the information "
this statement is true and correct.
this state of a fictitious business
name in Yiolation of the right§ of
(A registrant who declares as true,
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, rx
information which he or she knows
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
to be false Is guilty of a aime.)
comroon law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
s/. Ricardo Munoz, Preskfent
&p oode)
Statement filed with the County of
The fiUng of this statement does
Statement filed with the County of
Rivefsideon 02/28/08.
R/vefsJde on 02/28/08.
I hereby cer1ify that tltiS copy Is a
not of itself authorize the use "
this stale of a fictitious business
I hereby cer1ify that Ills copy is a
correct copy of the original state•ame in violation of the rights of
correct copy of the original stale- ment on file In my office.
another under federal, state, or
ment on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
NOTICE: This fic1itious business
name statement expiras five yeara
&p code)
name statement expires five years
from the date rt was fiied in the
Statement filed with the County of
.from the date rt was filed In the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
River1ide on 03/05/08,
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
I hereby cer1ify that this copy is a
Statement m~t be filed before that
time. The filing of !tis s1atement
CO(rac1 copy of the <Xiginal state•time. The filing ri this statement
does not Itself authorize the use in
men! on file in my office.
·c1oes not itself authorize the use in
this stale of a F!clltious Business
NOTICE: ThiS ficti1ious business
1h~ state ri e Flditious Business
Name In violation of the rights of
name statement expires five year.,
Name in Violation of the nghts of
another under federal, state or
from the dale II was filed In the
another µnder f~trJ\,1118I• or .••. common law (See SectiO!l ,14411,
Office of ~ County Clerk. A new
common law (See Section 14-411,
Et Seq.. BusineSS an<I ProfeSSions
Fk:titlou,
Business
Name
Et Seq., ~sinesl·swPtofesslons
Code).
Statement rrllSl be filed befon, that
Code).'
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
time. The filing of this statement
LarryW. War11. County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02610
does not itself authorize the use in
FILE NO. R-2008-02611
p. 3127, 413, 4110, 4117
this state of a Ficti11ous Busines,s
p. 3127, 413, 4110, 4117
Name In violation of the rights of
NOTICE OF PETlTION TO
another under federal, stale or
ADMtNISTER ESTATE OF:
common law (See Section 14411,
The following person(s) Is (ara)
FENDER EARL POLK
Et Seq., Business and Professions
doing business as:
CASE NUMBER HEP001094
Code).
STAR SMILE COSMETIC TEETH
Larry W. Wart!, County Clerk
WHITENING
FILE NO. R-2008-02958
600 Central Ave. #41
To all heira, beneficia~ credip. 3/l7, 413, 4110, 4117
Riverside, CA 92507
tors, oontingenl credi1ors, and perRiverside County
sons who may otherwise be interThe fotklwing peraon(s) Is (are)
ested in the wii or estate, or both,
doing busiless es:
Raj Alawer (NMN)
of: FENDER EARL POLK, aka
S & J AUTOMOTIVE AND TOW•
600 Central Ave. #41
EARL POLK.APetition for Proba1e
ING
Riverside, CA 92507
has been filed by: Brian Poll< in the
23930 Su,mymead Blvd., Bldg. 2Superior Court of California,
112
Myra Alawar (NMN)
County of: RIVERSIDE. The
Moreno Valley, Cf\ 92553
600 Centrat Ave. #41
Petition for Probata requests that:
Riverside County
Riverside, CA 92507
BRIAN POLK be appointed as per.

I

Emptoymont Oppor1ullllel

943 1

Judth Sta-Rosa Baladad
14668 Blackbush Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

I~

Opponuol1ln

943 1

I~

o,,ortlllitlll

9431

sonel representative to edmnister
the estate of the decadent. The
petition requests the decedent's
wiR and codicils, ff any, be admitted
lo probate. The will and any codicilsare available for examination in
the file kept by the couM. The petition requests auth<Xity to aOOlinister the estate under the
Independent Adminlstra1ion of
Estates Act. (This auth<Xity will
allow the personal representative
lo take many actions without
obtaining couM approval. Before
taking certain very important
actions, however, the peraonal
representative will be required to
give notice to interested persons
unless they have waived notice or
consented to the proposed action.)
The lndapendant administration
auth<Xity will be granted unless an
Interested person files an objection
to the petition and shows good
cause why the oourt should not
grant the authority. A hearing on
the petition will be held In this court
as follows: Date: 4/15/08 Tme:
8:30 Dept.: HMT, Superior Court of
Calffornia, County of Riverside,
880 N. Stale St., Hemet, CA
92543. If you object to the granting
of the petition, you should appear
al the bearing and stale your
ol:iections or file written objections
,.;111 the court before the hearing.
Your appearance may be in person
or by your attorney. K you are a
credrtor or a contingent creditor of
the decedent, you must file your
claim with 1he COll1 and mail a
copy' to the personal representative appoin1ed by the eou1 withm
four months from the dale' of fira1
issuance ri leflera as p,ovided in
Probate Code sedlon 9100. The
time for fiing claims will not expire
bef()(e four months from the hearing date noticed above. You may
examine the file kepi by the court.
If you are a person interested in
the estate, you may file with the
court a Request for Special Notice
(form DE-154) of the filing of an
inventory and appraisal of estate
assets or of any petition or account
as provided in Probate Code section 1250. A Request for Special
Notice form is avaiable from the
court derk. Attorney for petitione~
Micheal C. Conti (SBN 227779),
901 S. Slate Sl, Ste. 100, Hemet,
CA 92543, 951-652-1400
p. 3/l7, 413, 4110

AMENDED
The follov.ing peraon(s) is (ara) '
dang business as:
AMAZING ORY CARPET CLEAN·
ING
40575 La Colima Road
Temecula, CA 92591
Riverside Cd.Inly

Garry Alan Moore
40575 La Coima Road
TerneoJia, CA 92591
This business Is conducted by
lndividua.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the tic1itious business name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/, Garry A. Moore
The filing of this statement does
not of llself authooze the use In
this 8\ale of,a fictitious bus,,ess
name in violation of the nghts of
a{lOther .under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed -.;th the County of
Riverside on 02/07/08.
I hereby certify tha1 this CfYit1 is a
correct copy of the <Xiginai Stale·
ment on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five yeara
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Ficti1ious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a FIClitious Business
Name in violation of the rights ri
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wart!, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-01678
p. 2/l1, 2/lB, 316, 3113, 3127, 413,

4110, 4117

Come Join The
Riverside County
Sheriff's
Department

STAN SN I FF, SHER IFF - C O R ONER

AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing bu~ness as:
HOTLUNCH
HOT LUNCHAND BREAKFAST
LIVE DEBT FREE
THINKFREE
THINK FREEDOM FINANCIAL
FINANCIAL FREEDOM FIGHT•
ERS
EMERALO BENEFITS
LIVEBETTERFINANCIAL SERV·
ICES
BOX LUNCH
FREE YOURSELF FINANCIAL
30357 Twain Dr.
Menifee, CA 92584
Riverside County
PO Box 2464
Temecula, CA 92593
Nelle Lianne Faulkner
30357 Twain Dr.
Menttee, CA 92584

The Riverside County Sheriff's Department currently
offers Hiring Retention Bonuses for the following
positions:

• Hire/Retention Bonus for Qualified Candidates Only Paid Over Five Year Period.

This business is conducted by
lndiv'dual.
Registran1 has not yet begun to
transact business lllder the ficti.
tious business name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is rue and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he rx she knows
to be false is guilty of acrime.)
s/. Nelle Faulkner
The fili1g of this statement does
not of Ilse~ authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rigbls of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
.
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 01/30/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the <Xiginal stale•
men! on fiie in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires fNe yeara
from 1he date ii was filed n the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Ficli1Ious Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
lime. The filing of this statement
does not Itself authorize the use in
this state of a FIClitious Busiriess
Name in violation.of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code). .
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-01225
p. 2/l1, 2/lB, 316, 3113, 3127, 413,

To apply and for more information on these positions
and others wit h the Riverside County Sher:iff's
Department, visit our website at www.jojnrsd.org

The follov.ing person(s) is (are)
doing rosiness as:
BFRUITfUU
28531 Eagie Sl
Moreno Valley, C 555

Sheriff 911 Communications Officer I
Upon Hire - $800
6 Months - $800
12 Months - $1 ,600
24 Months - $3,200

36 Months - $3,200
48 Months - $3,200
60 Months - $3,200
'

S16,000 Total

Correctional Cook
Upon Hire - $500
6 Months - $500
12 Months - $1,000
24 Months - $2,000

36 Months - $2,000
48 Months - $2,000
60 Months - $2,000

S10,000 Total

NOW HIRING
1-888--JOIN RSD
WWW.JOINRSD.ORG

Correctjonal Senior Food Service Worker
Upon Hire - $500
6 Months - $500
12 Months - $1 ,000
24 Months - $2,000

36 Months - $2,000
48 Months - $2,000
60 Months - $2,000

S10,000 Total

4110, 4117

Riverside County
Shalon Maxwell (NMN)
28531 Eagle Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Martine Nyira Mahirwe (NMN)
28623 Tracer Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business Is conducted by CoPartners.
Registrant has not yet beg111 to
transact rosiness under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the nformatiQn in
this statement is true and correct.
(A r99strant who dedares as true,
information which oo or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Shalon Maxwell
The filing of this statement does
not of itse~ authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another lllder federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed -.;th the County of
Riverside on 03127/08.
I hereby certify tha1 llis copy Is a
correct copy of the <Xiginal statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five yeara
from the dale It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anaw
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does nol itself authorize the use in
Ins state of a FICtitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions

Code),
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-04042
p. 413, 4110, 411-7, 4124
The following peraon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CLEANING EDGE
5771 Mitchell Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
Riverside County
Larry Kei1h Edge
5771 Mltchell Ave.
Riveraide, CA 92505
Tina Maureen Edge
5771 Mitchell Ave.
Riveraide, CA 92505
This business Is conducted by
Husband & Wife.
·:
Registrant corrunenced to1ransact
business under the fictitiol[s business name(s) listed above on october 2001.
I declare that all the nformatlon in
!tis statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information v.lllch oo or st,!( knows
to be false is guilty of a crio,e,)
s/. Larry Edge
The filing of this staterne~t does
not of nse~ authorize the use in
Ins stale of a fictitious bu~ness
name in ~olalion of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
•
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03125/08.
I ooraby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original stall!ment on file in my office. "
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five year1
frorn the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk.' Anew
Fictittous
Business
Nanna
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this s~tement
does not itsett authorize the usa In
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rijlhts of
another under federal, stale or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
'
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03941 '
p. 4/J, 4110, 411.7, 4124
The folk>,.;ng person(s) I$ (are)
doing business as:
'
DOMINGUEZ STONE
11124 Baker Ln.
Riverside, CA 92505
Riverside County
Jacinto Dominguez (NMN)'
t 1t 24 Baker Ln.
Riverside, CA 92505
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet ~un to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above:
I declare that all the information In
this statement is true and correct.
(Aregistrant who declares as true,
information which he or sheknows
lo be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Jacinto Oorninguez ' ·
The filing of this statement does
not of ttself aulhorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation ri the ri!,tlts ri
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of •
Riverside on 03121/08.
'
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correcl copy of the original statement on file ri my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires ~ years
from the date it was filed In the
Office of the Co111ty Clerk, : A new
Fictttious Business
Name
Statemen1must be filed before that
time. The filing of this sfalement
does no1 itsett authorize the use in
this slate of a fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal state or
common law (See Secion 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professioos
Code).
'
Larry W. Wart!, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03770 .
p. 4/J, 4110, 4117, 4/l4
The following peraon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
D'YINE WINE CONCIERGE
32152 Paseo San Esteban
Temecula, CA 92592
•
Riverside County
Whi1ney Alexis Gray
32152 Paseo San Esteban
Temecula, CA 92592
,,
Tmothy Allen Jen~ns
•
32152 Paseo San Esleban'.
Temecula, CA 92592
This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet 1/89111 lo
transact business under tf\e ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.:
I declare that all the ,iformation m
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information wtich oo or she knows
1o be false is guilty of a crime.)
.s/. Wbi1ney Gray
,
The filing of this statement does
not of ltse~ authorize Iha use In
this state of a fictitious bl,siness
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
Continued on Page B-4
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Code).
lany W Ward, Col!nty (;ler1<
FILE NO. R-200S-04038

co';,11nued from Page B-3

&p code)
Slatement filed with the Coonty of
Riverside on 03/20,1)8.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
CO<TeCI copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: Tlls fictitious business
name staterrent expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the Col!nty Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business •Name
Slate!i)ent must be filed before
that
time.
The fling of this statement does
not rtself authorize the use n this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in -.iotatlon of the rights of
another under federal, state or
coovnon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Col!nty Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-03664
p. 413, 4110, 4117, 4124

p. 413, 4110, 4117, 4124
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
RIVERSIDE PREMIER MOTORS
INC.
247 W. La Cadena Dr.
Riverside, CA 92501
Riverside County
Riverside Premier Motas Inc.
2114 Simplicity
INine, CA 92620
CALIFORNIA

The following persoo(s) is (are)
doing business as:
PRECISE HOME SOLUTIONS &
CONSTRUCTION
12870 December Court
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside Col!nty
Bryan Lee Lytle
12870 December Cour1
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious rane(s) fisted above
I declare that al the information il
this statemeot is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infoonation which he a she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Bryan Lytle
The filing of !tis statement does
not of ltsef authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name n violation rJ the rights of
another under federal, state, a
common law (sac. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the Col!nty of
Riyerside on 03/21,ll8.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
narre staterrent expires five years
from 11)e date It was filed in the
Office of the Col!nty Ctelft Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fling of this statemen1 does
not ~If authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code).

Lany w.ward, Col!nty Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-03781
p. 413, 4110, 4117, 4124

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
PRECISE NOTARY SERVICE
7t&I Nixon Dr.
Riverside, CA 92506
Riverside Col!nty
Yvonne Bonrie Macedonio
7084 Nixon Dr.
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted by
lndi>idual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
lransact business Uflder the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that al the infonmation in
this statement is true and correct
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he a she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sl. \'.Vonne B. Maoedonio
The filing of this slatement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sac. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the Col!nty of
Riverside on 03/27/08.
I rereby certify that !tis copy is a
correct copy of the orignat statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
!ran the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement rrust be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this slatement does
not ilse[ authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights rJ
another under federal, state or
oornmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
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This business Is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business und« the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information In
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infoonatlon which he or she knows
to be false is guilty rJ a crime.)
sf. Mahmoud Yasin, Owner CEO
The filing of this statement does
not of ltsetf authorize the use n
this state of a fictitious bu~ness
name in violatiln of the rights of
anol'ler Uflder federal, state, or
coovnon Jaw (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03/17/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement oo file in my office.
NOTICE: Tlls fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the Col!nty Cler1<. A new
Fictiticus
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not ltsett authorize the use n this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in -.iolation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
lany W. Ward, Col!nty Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-03522
p. 413, +'10, 4117, 4124
The foilo'lling pe1S011(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SOCAI. SOLAR AND ENERGY
43380 Warner Trail
Palm Desert, CA 92211
Riverside Col!nty
Marie Alicia Sanchez
43380 Warner Trail
Palm Des<jrt, CA 92211
Lany Dean Hughes
43380 Warner Trail
Palm Oesert, CA 92211
This business is conducted by
Husband &Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transaC1 busness under the fic11.
tious name(s) listed above.
I decla'e that aH the infamatlon n
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
nformation which he or she knows
Jo be false is guilty rJ a crime.)
s/. Marie A. Sanchez
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation rJ the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the Col!nty of
Rivelside on 03/20/08.
I rereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
nane statement expires five years
from the date It was filed In the
Office of the Col!nty Clelk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itse[ authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation rJ the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, Col!nty Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2008-00970
p. 413, 4110, 4117, 4124

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SOUTHLAND
PUBLIC
ADJUSTERS
1321 Salmon River Rd.
Riverside, CA 92501
Riverside Col!nty
Delilah Huizar Parra
1321 Salmon River Rd.
Riverside, CA 92501

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Regstrant has not ye1 begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
lnfonmation which he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
sl. Delilah Huizar Parra
The filing of this staterrent does
not of itself authorize the use in
this slat! of a fictitious business
name In -.iolatlon of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
oonrnon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed v.ith the County of
Riverside on 03/26/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
cwect copy of the original statement on file il my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement •~res five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the Col!nty CJer1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fiing rJ this statement does
not itseff authorize the use n this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in ,ioiation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Sedion 14-411,
Et Seq., Busness and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, Col!nty Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-03974

p. 413, 4110, 4117, 4124
The foJlov.ing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
W.R. BROWN TRANSPORTA-

TION
5706 Via Escalante
Riverside. CA 92509
Riverside County
Anthony CUflon kelsey
5706 Via Escalante
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted by
lndMcllal.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious rane(s) listed above.
I declare that alt the information in
this statement is true and correct
(A registrant who declares as true,
lnfoonatlon which he a she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sl. Anthony C. Kelsey
The filng of this sta1ement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p cede)
Sta1ement filed with the Col!nty of
Riverside on 03/21/08.
I hereby certify that this COf11 Is a
correct copy ol the original staterrent on file in my office.
NOTICE: Tlls fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed In the
Ollioe of the Col!nty Cler1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this sl!tement does
not itseff authorize the use n this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professiors
Code).
Larry YI. Ward, Col!nty Cterlc
FILE NO. R-2008-03764

p. 413, 4110, 4117, 4124
SUMMONS
CASE NUMBER RIC 477569
Notice to Respondent: Dijon
Flort, d/b/1 Flort Consulting,
and Ooes 1 tllrough 100, Inclusive
You are being sued by petitioner's:
First Tenn111ee Bank N.A.
You hyve 30 calendar Days after
this ~rM1011S and legal papers
are seived on you to file a written
response at this court and have a
copy served on the plaintiff. Aletter
or phone can will not protect you.
Your written response must be in
proper legal form if you want the
court to hear yourcase. There may
be a court f0011 that you can use
for your response. You can find
these court forms and more information at the Califania Courts
Online
Self-Help
Center
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp),
your county law library, or the
courthouse nearest you. If you
cannot pay the fi,ing fee, ask the
court dell< for a fee waiver form. If
you do not ftle your response on
time, you may lose the case by
defauH. and your wages, money,
and properly may be taken withou1
further warning from the court.
There are other legal require-

ments. You may want to cal an
attorney right away. Wyou do not
know an attorney, you may want to
call an attorney refemil seivice. If
you cannot afford an attorney,'you
may be eligible for free legal seivlces from a nonprofi1 legal seivices
program. You can locate these
nonprofi1 groups at the caifomia
legal Seivices Web site
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp), or
by contacting your local court a
county bar association.
riene 30 Dias de Calendario
despues de que le entreguen esta
citacion y papeles legates para
presentar una respuesta por
escrito en esta corte y hacer que
se entregue una copla al dernandante. Una carta o una llamada
telefonica no lo protegen. Su
respuesta por escri1o tiene que
estar en formato legal correcto si
desea que procesen su caso en ta
corte. Es possible que haya un famulario que usted pueda user para
su respuesta. Puede encontrar
estos formutalios de la corte y mas'
informacion en el Centro de A)'IJ(la
de las Cortes de catifania
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/seWhelples
panol/), en ta biblioteca de !eyes
de su condado o en la cone que le
<llJ8de mas cerca. SI no puede
pagar la cuota de presenladon,
pida al secrelario de la corte que le
de un fomuAario de exencion de
pago de cuotas. Si no presenta su
respuesta a tiempo, puede per<ler
el caso por incumplimiento y ta
corte le podra quitar su suetdo,
dinero y blenes sin mas aadvertenda.
Hay otros requisltos legales. Es
recoovnendable que name a un
abogado ilmediatamente. Si no
conoce a un abogado, puede Uamar a un servicio de rerrission a
abogados. Si no puede pagar a un
abogado, es possible que cumpla
con los requi~tos para obtener
selVicios legates gratunos de un
programa de serviclos legales sin
fines de luao. Puede enoortrar
estos grupos sin fines de lucro en
el sltlo web de Caifomla legal
Serv i ces
(www.lawhelpcalifomia.org), en el
Centro de Ayuda de las Co<1es de
California
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelples
panol/) o poniendose en contado
con ta c:orte oel c:olegiode abogados locales.
The name andaddress of the cou1
is: Superior Court of caIttania,
County of River,ide, Civil
Department Courthouse4060 Main
St., Riverside, CA 92501-3703
The name, address, and telephone
number of plaintiffs attorney, or
plaintiff w~ an attorney, is:
Lazaro E. Fernandez, Esq. SBN:
134430, Law of!i:e of Lazaro E.
Fernandez, Inc., 3600 Lime Street,
Suit! 614, Riverside, CA 92501,
(951) 684-4474, (951) 684-4625
Date: 8/8/07
Cler1<, by E. USher, Deputy
p. 413, 4110, 4117
NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATt OF:
SHRILEY JEAN MOWRY
CASE NUMBER RIP 093229
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors, contingent creditors, and persons who may othel'MS8 be Interested In the v.ill a estate, or both,
ot. SHIRLEY JEAN RANKE. A
Petition for Probate has been filed
by: Donna Siordian in the Sl.l)8rior
Court of California, County rJ:
RIVERSIOE. The Petition for
Probate requests that: DONNA
SIORDIAN be appointed as personal representative to administer
the estate of the decedent The
petition requests authority to
adrrinlster the estate Under the
Independent Administration of
Estates Act. (This authalty will
allow the personal representative
to take many actioos witho'!1
obtalnng court approval. Befae
taking certain very important
actions, however, the personal
representative wiU be required to
give notice to Interested persons
unless they have waived notice or
consented Jo the proposed action.)
The independent administration
authority will be granted unless an
lnl!rasted persoo files an objection
to the petition and shows good
cause why the court should not
grant the authority. A hearing on
the petition v.ill be held in this court
as follows: Date: 613/08 lime: 9:00
Dept.: 10, 4175 Main Street,
Riverside, CA 92501. Hyou object
to the granting of the petition, you
shook! appear at the hearing and
state your objections or file written
objections with the cou1 before the
hearing. Your appearance may be
in persoo or by your attorney. If
you are a creditor a a contingent

creditor of the decedent, you must
file your clam with the cou1 and
mai a copy to the personal rep,esentative appoirled by the court
v.ithin four months ~om the date of
first issuance of letters as provided
in Probate Code section 9100. The
time for filing claims "111 not expire
before fou- months from the hearing date noticed above. You may
examine the file kept by the court.
If you are a person interested In
the estate, you may file with the
court a Request for Spedat Notic,i
(form DE-154) of the fiUng of an
inventory and appraisal of estate
assets a of any petition a accou,t
as provided in Probate Code section 1250. A Request for Special
Notice form Is available from the
court cte11t Attaney for petitioner.
GEORGE S. THEIOS SBN
091768, 155 W. HOSPITALITY
LN., STE 253, SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408-3318, (909) 8902314
p. 4110, 4117, 4124
AMENDED
The following persoo(s) is (are)
doing business as:
LIGlffilOUSE Of HOPE YEH~
CLE SM.ES
28822 Front St #207
Temecula, CA 92590 ·
Riverside Col!nty
Lighthouse of Hope
28441 Rancho caIif. Rd. #103
Temecula, CA 92590
CA 2870357
This business is conducied by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the Jic1i.
tious name(s) Isled above.
I declare that au the information in
!tis statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
lnfonmation which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sf. Lynn Nelson, President
The filing of this statement does
not of itse[ authorize the use in
!tis state of a fictitious business
name In ,,iotation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p oode)
Statement filed v.ith the Col!nty of
Riverside on 02128/08.
I hereby certify that !tis copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file n my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name sta1ement expires five year,
from the date It was filed In the
Ollioe of the Col!nty Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rlgits of
another under federal, state or
convnon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Busness and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Col!nty Cterlc
FILE NO. R-2008-02581
p. ~ . 3113, 3120, 3127, 4110,

4117, 4124, 511
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
C & J ROAD SERVICES
24538 Webster Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Riverside County
J\Jfio Eduardo Lencinas
24538 Webster Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun Jo
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this s1atement is true and COIT8CI.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infonmation 11!\ich he or she knoWII
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sf. Julio E. Lencinas
The fling of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use n
this state of a fictitious business
name in violatiln of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
convnon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03/25/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the Col!nty Cieri<. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business

Thursday, April 101 2008

Name in violation rJ the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Col!nty Cle~
FILE NO. R-2008-03965
p. 4110, 4117, ~4. 511

The following person{s) is (are)
doing busness as:
CD AUTO FINANCE
CO CAPITAL
CD FINANCIAL
CDEQUffiES
29970 Tectmofogy Dr., Suite 1OW
Murrieta, CA 92563
Riverside Col!nty
carpe diem Global Ventures, Inc.
29970 Tedmology Dr. Suite 105-D
Murrieta, ca 92563
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducied by
Corporation.
Registrant coovnenced to transact
business under the fictitious busi·
ness name(s) listed above on

2/7/05.
I decla,. that all the information in
this statement is true and cooect.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of acrime.)
s/. Winston Sam, Senior Partner
V~-President
The fling of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
this stat! of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1448 et. seq. b
&p oode)
Statement filed with the Col!nty of
Riverside on 03119/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy rJ the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five year,
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the Col!nty Ctelft A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itsett authorize the use in !tis
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another lllder federal, state or
oornmon law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Col!nty Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-03624

p. 4110, 4117, 4124, 511
The fOllowing person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
LACOSTA LANDSCAPING
8726 Brunswick Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside County
Elizabeth Araiza (NMN)
8726 Brunswick Ave.
Rive!side, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Regstrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) Isled above.
I declare that all. the Information in
this statement is true and cwect.
(A registrant who declares as true,
lnfonmatlon which he or she knows
to be talse is guilty of a crime.)
sf. Elizabeth Aralµ
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use il
!tis slat! of a fictitious business
name in -.1olation of the rights of
another under federal, state, a,
coovnon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&pco,le)
Slatement filed with the. Col!nty of
Riverside on 04/03/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
CO<TeCt copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: Tlls fictitious business
name statement exp;res five years
!ran the date It was tied In the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itseW au1horize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in ,ioiation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Sectioo 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, Col!nty Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-04452

p. 4110, 4117, 4124, 511
The follov.ing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
NORCO BARBER AND DAY SPA
1845 Hamner Ave., Suite B
Norco, CA92860
Riverside Col!nty
1825 Cai1lin Cir.
Corona, CA 92879

Le~le Pham (NMN)
1825 Caitlin Cir.
Corona, CA 92879
' Samson Pham (NMN)
1825 Caitlin Cir.
Corona, CA 92879
This busness is conducted by
Husband &W{e.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the nfonnalion in
this statement is true and oonrect.
(A registrant who dedares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be faise is guilty rJ a crime.)
s/. Lesile Pham
The filing of this statement does
not of itseW authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p oode)
Statemeot filed with lie Col!nty of
Riverside on 03127/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy rJ the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five year,
from the date It was filed in the
Office rJ the County Cleric A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed befae
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
anolher under federa1 state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code).
Lany W. Ward, County Cle~
FILE NO. R-2008--04-082
p. 4110, 4117, 4124, 511

The following pe1S011(s) is (are)
doing business as:
PHO STAR BOWL
10051 Magnolia Ave. 81
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside County
My Due Nguyen
32286 Poinsettia Ct.
Winchester, CA 92596

Hanh Kim Le
40417 Erica Ave,
Murrieta, CA 92562
This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) isled above.
I declare that all the infonnation in
this statement Is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be faise is guilty ol a crime.)
s/. My Ouc Nguyen
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use In
Ins state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights rJ
another lllder federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the Coonty of
Riverside on 03131.llS.
I hereby certify that this a,py Is a
CO<TeCI copy of the original staten1ent on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expiras five years
froni' the date It was filed In the
Office'~ the Coonty Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not Itself atithaize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Busness and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2006-04213
p. 4110, 4117, 4124, 511
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
SEGWAT OF THE INLAND
EMPIRE
141 0 3rd Street Urit #4
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside Col!nty
P.O. Box 5255
Riverside, CA 92517
JKA Enterprises, Inc.
1410 3rd Street Unit #4
Riverside, CA 92507
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in

NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the Col!nty Cle~. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, County Clelk
FILE NO. R-2008-03g31
p. 4lf0, 4117, 4124, 511

this statement is true and correct.
(A regisuant who dedares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be faise Is guilty of a crime.)
sj. Jon P. Largent, President
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself aJthorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, 01
common law (sec, 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the Col!nty of
Riverside on 03/27/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
CO<TeCI copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: Tlis fictitious business
name slalement expires five years
fro(n the date It was filed In the
Office rJ the Col!nty Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be fied before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation' of the rights of
another under federal, state 01
conmon taw (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
lany W. Wil'd, Col!nty Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2008-04068
p. 4110, 4117, 4124. 511

The folowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
WE RONE, LLC
BANKS CHRISTIAN BIBLE CEN•
TtR
13978 Highway 215, Unit 8
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Riverside Col!nty
16083AbeduISl
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
WeROne, LLC
16083AbeduISl
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Limited
Liability
Company/Partnership.
Registrant has noJ yet begun to
transact business under the ficti•
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the nfonnation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as boo,
information wnch he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Oenise A. Banks-Taylor, CFO,
Manager
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in ,,ioJation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the Col!nty of
Riverside on 04/02/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct COf11 of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
neme statement expires five years
from the date It was 6ted in the
Otr,ce of the County Cter1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itseW authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, slate or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, Col!nty Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-04383
p. 4110, 4117, 4124, 511

The folk>wing persoo(s) is (are)
doing business as:
STREETWORKS •AUTOMOTIVE,
• INC.
83579 Indio Blvd.
Indio, CA 92201
Riverside Col!nty

Streetworl<s autanolive, Inc.
83579 Indio Blvd.
Indio, CA 92201
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact bu~ness under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all Iha information in
this statement Is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he a she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Bernhard E. Frenmick,
Presiden1
The filing of this statement does
not of Ilse[ authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, a
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the Col!nty of
Riverside on 03/12/08.
I hereby certify that this a,py is a
correct copy of the original statement on fi~ In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the Col!nty Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The liflng rJ this statement does
not itself 8\Jthorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under fed~ral, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code(
Lany W. Ward, Col!nty Cieri(
FILE NO. 1-2008-00858
p. 4110, 4117, 4124, 511
. ~ following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
THE GOOD NEWS CRUISES
THE GOSPEL SHOWBOAT
3284 Aster Lane
Perris, CA 92571
Riverside Col!nty
P.O. Box 7097
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Barbara Neil Jenkins
3284 Aster Lane
Perris, CA 92571
This business is conducted by
lndi>idual.
Registrant has not yet begun Jo
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sf. Barbara N. Jenkins
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authonze the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
conmon law (sec. 1440 el seq. b.
&p code)
Statemen1 filed with the Col!nty of
Riverside on 03/25,1)8.
I hereby certify that this COf11 is a
CO<TeCI copy of the original staiement on file in my office.

NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF:
DOROTHY A. FRAZIER
CASE NUMBER RIP 093281
To all heir,, beneficiaries, creditors, contingent creditor,, and persons who may otherwise be interested in the will or estate, or both,
of: DOROTHY A. FRAZIER. A
Petition for Probate has been filed
by: GLORIA FRAZIER in the
Superior• Court of California,
County of: RJVE~SIDE. The
for Probate raquests that
GLORIA FRAZIER tie appointed
as personal representative to
administer the estate of the deced
e
n·
I
The petition requests authority to
administer the estate under the
Independent Administration of
Estates Act. (This authority will
alow the pei,;onal representative
to take many actions without
obtaining court approval. Before
taking certain very important
actions, however, the personal
representative wil be required to
give notice to Interested persons
unless they have waived notice or
consented to the proposed action.)
The independent administration
authority will be granted unless an
interested person files an objection
to the petition and shows good
cause why the court should not
grant the authority. A hearing on
the petitior v.ill be held in this court
as folows: Date: May 6, 2008
Tme: 9:00 Dept.: 10NCP, Superior
Court of California, County of
Riverside, 4175 Main Street,
Riverside, CA 92501. If you ollject
to the gra11ting of the petition, you
should appear at the hearing and
state your objections or file written
objections v.ith the court befo,,e the
hearing. Your appearanoe may be
in person or by your attaney. If

Pam

you are a creditor or a contingent

credi1or of the deceden~ you must
file your claim with the cour1 and
mail a copy to the persooal rep,'esentative appointed by the court
within four months from the date of
fii,;t issuance of letters as provided
in Probate Code section 9100. The
· time for filing daims will not expire
before four months from the hearing date notioed above. You may
exarrine the file kept by the court
If you are a persoo interested in
the estate, you may file with the
court a Request fa Special Notice
(form DE-154) of the filing of an
inventory and appraisal of estate
assets or of any petition a account
as pro,,ided in Probate Code sectiofJ 1250. A Request for Special
Notice form is available from the
court de~. Attorney for Jli!titioner.
Gloria ·Frazier, 1954 Missouri
Street, Riverside, CA 92507
p. 4110, +'17, 4124
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
WOODS FOR FLOWERS
3704 Slllnyside Dr.
Riverside, CA 92506
Riverside Col!nty
David Ray Flowers
1620 Davies Dr.
Riverside, CA 92501
This business Is conducted by
lndMdual.
Registrant rommenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on
04/07/08.
I declare that all the nformation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who dedares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of aaime.)
s/. David Ray Flower,
The filing of this statement does
not ol ltse[ authorize the use )n
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
anotJ...- under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the Col!nty of
Riverside on 04/07/08.
I hereby certify lllat this copy is a
correct copy of the original staterrent on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name slatement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office rJ the Col!nty Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be tied before
that
time.
The fililg of this statement does
not Itself authorize the use in this
stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Wil'd, Col!nty Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2008-04566
p. 4110, 4117, 4124, 5'1
STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME
The fOllowing fictitious business
name(s) has been abandoned by
the following person(s):
WOODS FOR FLOWERS
3704 Sunnyside Dr.
Riverside, CA 92506
Riverside County
llollby lee Pa~s
5381 Sunnyside Dr.
Riverside. CA 92504
This business is cooducied by
Individual.
The fictitious usiness name(s)
referred o above was filed In
Riverside Col!nty on 01/24/2001.
I declare that afl the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
lnfonma!on which he or she koows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sf. Bobby L Par1<s
This statement was filed with the
County Cler1< of Riven;ide on
04/07~.
Lany W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2001-00632
p. 4110, 4117, 4124, 5'1

v.e rtise
GET NOTICED by adv_
ertising your
job announcements and legal .notices
in our re~deSigned classified section
Contact Our Advertising oe·Rartmerit
951

682.6070

c:lc11.~~ifi~cl~

The Black Voice News
as1 .ae2.ao70

blackvoicenews.com

misc.
100
200
300
350
445

Announcements
Home & Business Services
Pets & Animals
Merchandise
Business & Financial

Dead I Ines
For Insertions. changes and cancallattons :

j<>l>s
Schools & Education

500

Jobs Wanted
Employrnent Opportunities

550

Apartrru:-: '!nt s

5/b

ConcJos & 1ownhc.Hnf"!S F-or Rnnt

600

House s For Rcint

fj25

f~e<i-ll l::::sti1tc- For Sr1le
c:ondo ~_; & Townhon1es For Salct-iouses For Sale

G50
675

HOW TO REACH US:
951 .&&2-6070

c:nrnn1£:!'rc1nl Re.81 Estnte
For Rent

/()()

,·;, o

I ~. ~(

:1 ( ?; It I ()11

( 1; II 1S JHH L : ltlCHl

To mall or e!.._ace your ad In person:

4 2 9 0 Brockton Avenue
Rlver•lcle
CA 9 2 5 0 1
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•
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MOMENT IN THE WORD

even better? I heard a story that
vividly illustrates this. There
22:50
was a family who heard that a
person in their church gave a
DEVOTIONAL THOUGHT: significant love offering to the
If we get in an automobile acci- · memory of their son who died
dent and come out alive , we typ- on the battlefield . On the way
ically thank God for sparing our home, the wife asked her huslives. But do you ever just thank band, "Why don't ,we give an
God for saving your life as you offering for our son?" He said,
drove home from work and did- "Why1 Our son wasn 't killed."
n't have an accident? 'Isn't that She said, "Don't you think

BIBLE MEDITATION:
'Therefore I will give thanks
unto Thee, 0
Lord, among
the heathen,
and I will
sing praises
unto
Thy
name."
Pastor Larry E. 2
Samuel
Campbell

'

Thursday, April 10, 200~ ..

°"'~

that's a good reason?"

1CTION POJNT:
We are living in a society that
fails to show gratitude as we
should each day. That is true in
the realm of our relationships
with one another, and also true
of Christians toward their
Heavenly Father. It seems that
many people think e_v eryone
owes them something, rather

than•seeking to give something saints of God , for which
~
· ,;
lasting and eternal to someone should be thankful.
else. This is an ego-centric society or what some called the
"Me, my and mine generation."
There are several things, as_

Financial Seminar.at Second Baptist Church

VISIT

The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

Are you a steward of your
finances? Did you know that
debt was designed to eliminate
your time? Come find out how
to get your time baclc,during the
Second Baptist Church of
Riverside hosted financial semi-

A Church of
Your Choice, Let
the111 Know You
Saw It In The
Black Voice
News

nar on April 13, 2008 beginning
at 2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the
upstairs dining hall, 2911 9th
Street, Riverside.
Learn how to payoff your
mortgage in up to 1/3 of the
time; eliminate your creditor's
plan to keep you in debt; leave a
legacy of prosperity instead of

leaving debt; increase your
FICO scores from 50-1 56
points; you and your family
deserve a debt-free lifestyle .
Second Baptist Church is pastor.ed by T. Ellsworth Gantt, TI.
For more information , contact
the church office at (951) 6847532

Thursday
Prayer +>Bible study • 6:00 PM
Mid Week Worship • 7:00 PM
Friday
.
Noon Day Prayer • 12:00 NOON

Superintendent Lawrence C. •r~
&'Olivia Ash
:

Get your church news published in The Black Voice News
Submit church briefs to leeragin@blackvoicenews.com
SUBJECT: Church Brief

951.686.1757
LIGHT OF THE WORLD COGIC - 5595 MOLINA WAY - RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
P.O. BOX 3416 - RIVERSIDE, CA 92509-341.6

.
·

Antioch Missionary Baptist Church
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA.

24470 Sophie Street

Perns, CA

I 6262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-9401

(951) 688,7872
Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor
Equipping Disciples for Kingdom Building

951-657-5705

"A church where everybody is somebody"

9:00AM

SUNDAY SERVICES

Weekly schedule of events
9:30
Hour of Power
11 :00 • Worship Hour

8:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Noon day Prayer
Bible Study/Prayer
Youth Night

7:30

7:30

BIBLE STUDY

Sunday Worsh ip Service

10:30 AM

Wednesday Bible Study

7 :00 PM

Thursday Bible Study

7:00 p.m.

10:00 AM

Langston

We Don't Do Church
We Do Ministry

good 'News Community Church
Full Gospel Baptist
Fellowship
178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

951.683.2916
Weekly Services
Wonhip Service Sunday 9:30 11,111, -12 noon
Bible StmJy
Central Park (Crofters Den)
Wedne!'day 5:15 p.111.. 6:30 p.,,,.
11200 Baseline Rt
Cenlral Parlt (Oi\'lm Dtir)
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
(909) 481-3836
(NW Corner ofMilliken and Base/int)

Imani Temple Christian Fellowship
1024 N. "G" Street • San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 381-2662

510 West Monterey Ave .. Pomona, CA 91768
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981
email@imanitemple.net

Service Schedule
Sunday School
Sunday Mornjng Worshjp
Sunday Night Service

9:30AM
11 :00AM
7:00PM

Vision ColCOplS New Members Class • •.

Fal~ 11\d Bapbsm New Communily Clas,

Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching
Bible Study
8:00PM
Thursday Wo meQ's Evag. Service
Prayer
7:30PM
Service
8:00PM

Jubilee House of Praise for
ALL Nations
1265 S. Fillmore Ave., Rialto CA 92376
.
(95 1) 662-3383
E-Mail: Hjubilce@aol.com
Senior Pastor & Viswnary Prophetess R. R. Lindsay, D.D.

Schedule of Worship Service

Pastor Lenton -H.
Lenoir

Sunday Comnu,fy Wol>hip Celebration
PHATTuesday 1st & 3111 of each moo~
Women Seel<irlg CM.I (WSC) ......... .
Man4malion (M4M) . . •
Thurlday
Fai1h Comnuity Bible Sildy ........... ., ..............7:00 pm
Sal\Jnlay
Tephillah Priyet Mo'l9 ......... ........... _.. .. .. •.. • .7:00 am

11 :30 am

Morning Worship

WEEKLY SERVICES
DaiJy lnt=sory Priyet

S:OOAM

Sunday lnte=ry Prayer
Sunday Impact ln~itute & Leadership Development
Sunday Viaorious Celebration & Worship

9:00 AM
9:~ AM
IO:~ AM

Wednesday Prayer & Bible Study

7:00PM

Bible Study (Tues.)

7:00 pm

Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.)

7:00 pm

The Ultimate in Gospel Music ,
jllOP...___,.~ ll5>~® AMI
Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with

Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday •- Friday at 5:30 PM
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1AM-3 AM·
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM • 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight- 1 AM.
.e-mail: kproval@AOL.com
Leroilacey@AOL.com

(909) 688-1570

www.imanotempe.net

MT CALVARY
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENTER
"Worshipping in Spirit & in Truth" John _4:24

25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6
Moreno Valley, C A 92553

" YOU ARE WORTHY. 0 W RD, TO
RECEIVE GLORY AND HONOR AND
POWER, FOR YOU CREATED ALL
THINGS, AND BY YOUR \VIU THEY
EXIST AND WERE CREATED."

234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376
P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377
Udellsr@aol.com
www.RCCSpiritandTruth.org

(951) 485-6993

5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509

(909) 873-5380
Order of Services

9:30 a.m.

AdJ11inistrative Office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....(95 1) 684-6480

11 :00a.m.

Sunday School ......... . ...•. • , . . • . . . . ..........9:30 am
Sunday Worship ........... . ..................... 11:00 am
Tuesday Bible Study . . .. . . . .. .. . ... .. . .... . .... . ....7:00 pm
Brotherhood (I st Saturdays) .... ... . . .... . ..... . ... .8:30 am
You!h Night (4th Friday) .. . ... .. ...... . . .... . . .. .. .6:00 pm

Sunday School
Worship Service
Miracle Monday Prayer
Tuesday Blble Study
Wednesday Prayer

12:30 pm
7:00 p.m.

9:00 am
10:30 am
10:00 am
6:30 pm
6:30 pm

.

Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM· Sat. 12:00 pm

SHEPHE RD.' S

Pastpr Darryl J .
Udell Sr.
Co-Pastor Rita Udell

Temple 1Wissio11ary Baptist Church

1

1583 W. Unfon Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 888-2038

Gospel Time

{)//Ill I/ 0/ \ / I/ \ I< I \

Sunday • 1:00 pm
for Advertisement call
Dr. Dorothy Shepherd

(909) 597-7134
Walk With Jesus Cathedral
An Arena for the miraculous
820 Larch Drive, Colton, Ca 92324
(909) 825-2258 / Direct (951) 897-9952
KPRO Radio 1570 AM - Wed. 2:00 pm & Sat. 5:45 pm

Oraer of
., Services
Sunday School
8:30 am
Sunday Mom. Worship 10:00 am
Sunday Eve. Worship 6:00 pm
Thursday Bible Revival 7:00 pm

www.wwjesus.org

Apostle Iris Hailu

Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church
275 East G rove

Street

11~7~_1,

CA 92376
(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax
R i al to,

'D
~~
SundaySchool lOam
SundayAM Seivice 1lam-l:30pm
. SundayPM Service6pm
WednesdayBibleStudy7pm

Weekly Service
SATURDAY
Fellowshlp, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11:00 am
Youth Service
5:00 pm

WEDNESDAY
Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

5:00 pm
7:00 pm

Tbe Cburcb HELL Dido't Waot To See Happeol

Rev. Robert
Edwards

•

6Sl-86ll Office •6Sl-86~ Pastor
6S~-8680FAX
23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY

..

Comer Heacock &Ales.sandro Right BehindTaro Bell

RandyD. Triplett
Pastor &Founder
District Elder

. Sunday Wtnhip Services 7:30, 9:30 & 11 :30 A.M.
Communion First Sunday after each service
Sunday School 8:A.M., 9:45 AM. and 11 :00 A.M.
Baptism 2nd & 4th Sunday 9:30 A.M.
3rd & 5th Sunday 11 :JOA.M.
New Mcmbct Orient.atioo Wednesday Night 6:00PM.
Pastor Raymond and -

Cheryl Turner

Mid-Week Worship Service Wednesday Night 7:00P.M.
Right Hand or Fellowship Wednesday Night 7:00P.M.

•

Visit A Church Of Your Choice
Let Them Know

You Saw It In . . .

The Bia.ck Voice News

,..

l'

Building Better Communities
•
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'OCommunity~Focused Church Hopes For Greater Faith Ministries With New Property In Colton
!:~lack ·voice News

. ....,...,.,..___,......,...,.

-

.

·

._.,...,......,.,....,

COLTON

Greater Faith Ministries, a church
focusing on community outreach, hopes
with.in the next three years to do even
~ _ter things than now with its newly
~hased property in Colton. ·
, tlte church of approximate! y 60
}ne~bers raised enough money recently.
f 1 • urchase about five acres near
rstate
215
off
the
~ashingtoa/Mouat Vernon exit.
t"' .am so proud of our congregation
for what it has accomplished," said
• Kermit Brazier. "It_was through
Pastor
church offerings and community contri-

Pastor Kennit Brazier and his wife Carletta on Greater Faith Ministries' new property in
Colton.

butions that we were ab)e to purchase
this land."
Eighteen years ago, Greater Faith
Ministies was born. For the last seven
years, it has met at the San Bernardino
Hilton on Hospitality Lane in San
Bernardino. It is starting to outgrow its
current meeting place, and the congregation also feels having a Sundays-only
place limits what it can do. ·
Ideally', Greater' Faith Ministrie·s
wants a place that can be a resource for
those in need. It already considers help·
ing the less fortunate its greatest ministry, Pastor Brazier said.
"The community is the church," he
said. "Our mission is to feed, clothe and

shelter ~e community, and to teach
them the principles of the word of God;
to care for those who have not until they
are able to function on their own."
The church has _helped a number of
people on a case-by-case basis. But
w,hen it moves to its own building in
Colton, Pastor Brazier would like to be
able to add to that ministry. He won't
develop any specific projects until he
meets with Colton city leaders to discuss his ideas, but knows he'd like the
new ministry to include creating jobs
for people.
He also will have to discuss the
churc}J building itself with Colton officiitls. Now that the property is pur-

chased, the next step is for the church to
hire an architect, who will work with
the city to develop plans for the new
church. Only after the city approves
these plans, and the church raises
money to cover building costs, can construction begin.
But if all goes well, by 2011 the
growing and faithful congregation will
be blessed with a beautiful new church,
ani:I Colton will be blessed with a great
resource for helping the area's less for.
lunate.
For more information, call Pastor
Brazier at (909) 354-1276 .

_1_____. _

JOIN US FOR WORSHIP

MOltNINGI TUDDAY EYDIING
.8:GCIPM
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SUNDAY

8:0CMM.10:ac>AM

Cl&DCAMla-
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(909) 620-813 7
www.newdcc.org
1n Welt Monterey Ave.• Pomona, CA 91768

Living In Fullness Everyday
Broadcast Schedule
11.-il.:~ ' ; \ ~
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New. L OCATION

P11tor Julio A. &
Dr. P1trl,l1 L. Andujo

A Church Built on Sound Preaching and Teaching
(

.

SaRy■ c& ScH ■ QUL ■

Worship Service
8:00 am & 11:00 am
Blble Study (Wednesday)
12:00 noon & 7:00 pm
Children'• Church
11 :00 am (3rd & 4th Sunday)

17925 IRIS AVENUE, RIVERSIDE, CA 92508

i: I i' :3 l
(~il~li'•}il

:l ~1 :) ~ I :3 i
•JI

~:)(i'l:3

311 East Fifth Street
Perris California, 92570
(951 )657-3767
Fax (951) 940-4397

Cor.
these three

New Jo Ba tist Church
5694 Jurupa Ave. •.Riverside, CA 92504
P.O. Box 51027 • Riverside, CA 92517

(951) 779-0088 • (951) 781-7602
Weekly Services

But now a idethfaith, hope,
and the reatest of these is love.

• Worship Service• 7:15 and 10:00AM
• Sunday School • 8:45AM
• Bible Study • Wednesday • 12 Noon & 7:00PM
• Youth Bible Study• Tuesday • 5:45-7:00PM

ShltldofFlllthWf/CO(MI

com,_,.,...,,, u,.

you ,net your f11niy to

We

'

Sunday School
8:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
First Sunday Evening Workshop
5:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
Ne,·. l'a11l .\ . .\1111i/ord. ,\I. l>i1 ·.
"Life Through God's Word" Radio Broadcast
& Finl l .adr Sltirl<'y .\lrm/ord
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m.

1750 W. Holt Aw.
Pomone, CA 91781
(HI} '29.f294 offfce

., • • Saed mlnlltly Webllt9: WMN.sotpomon,.com
thll"""""" to the
wttote flmliy.
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Bl1hop Htr,ry B. &
Or. ~ Alex111dlr

®
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Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church
6476-Streeter Avenue, Riverside,

CA
(951) 359-0203
Weekly Services
Suoday School (all ages)
Chtlstlan L~e Development

Classes
Worship
Clllldlen·s Church
Tues. Bible Studjes
Thurs, Bible Studies

8 :30 a.m.
(Adults only)

8 :30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
(Available)

10:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m,,..
I

CHURCH OP ALL NATIONS (A five Fold Mlnl1t

-1-"'

t•

.. "

~

.,.
~,_.,,l

Pastor & Mrs.
Mlq,ael Edwards

5G70LlmonlteAv.,ue
Rlv1rtjd._ California 92509

· (951) 682·4407
fllnday &:hool:
10:00l!m
Morning Sllrvloe:
11 :OOl!m
BlbleSUltf l!iiiiiiiii 7:00!Jn
QM»Oc0YA WqiJfp'fylth Y•

www.newbcbc.org
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17'00 W. Hl9hland Avenue
Ian lernanllno, CA 112404
909 887•9616
.951 675-7201
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F.mail: calliwlon I 101.com or t 0919ml aol.com
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